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ARTICULATED MULTIMEDIA PHYSICS

Lesson Number 10

CIRCULAR MOTION

1

Let your imagination carry you back through more than 2,000 years
of man's history, back to Plato in the Greece of the fourth century B.C.
This great philosopher was a teacher whome we can imagine speaking to his
pupils in a classroom not too different from yours. We must paraphrase his
lecture because there is no documentation for his exact words: "The stets,"
he begins, "eternal, divine, and unchanging lights in the heavens, move
around the Earth once each day, as-we can see, in that eminently perfect
path, the circle. The planets, however, seem to follow erratic paths; they
wander through the sky as the year progresses. Yet they, too, are heavenly
and divine; they, too, must follow the perfect path of heaven, the circle.
And so I set forth to you a problem: determine what uniform and ordered
circular motions must be assumed for each of the planets to account for
its apparent irregular wanderings."

We give you Plato in our introduction to this lesson because he and
his successors in later times and other places exemplify man's early preoccupation with circular motion in his endeavor to explain celestial events
without violating either of his two basic faiths:
his belief in the divinity
and perfection of the circle and his conviction that the chaotic, tumbling
motion of the heavenly spheres could be reduced to simple, ordered, logical
systems.

Please go on to page 2.

The seeds of many ofour modern:scientific methods lay in the :fertile
thoughts of the ancient Greeks. Despite superstition, the. study of circular'
motion in these ancient rimes as applied to:6 sky whiti(seeme&-So_near has
'alowly led to bUr Un4erstanding'of the present:7day universe:
The stars do not move about the Earth in. .0oles.
The planets do not move ahoutjthe.Ear h or `she sun in
circles.
The orbit of the -moon is not a cireie.
In short, there'is nothing divine or, eternal about the circle as Plato
thught o 'the circl iSa'special kind of geothetric figure-with special
properties:'but chr. same may be said of the ellipse, thesquare,.6t the
tviangle, Nevertheless-, planetary.and:satellite;orbits are smooth, closed
=:AiTt!ves which often closely aPproxiMate 'circles :.: This lesson Will

motion in ourVed paths'.

it:thappens','cirCi3ler motion is mote readily artaiyzedthan elliptical,
cr hyperbolic, o parabolic motion, Many familiar objects move in perfeCt
circles: the:wheeis:of yourcar;the edge of the record. on yOur*phono
playback, the tub in your washing machine,, thejaadeeon your electric fan.'

We :ask, then, what makes circular .motion different from motion alOng
Does velocity have the some meaning for both motions?
How does acceleration, differ in cirCularmotion? What forces are present
in rotating systems? These and other related questions Will be answered
s:traight linel

.4n_this lesson

Please

a on.to-page

Somewhere in your reading or in grade school you have met the notion
of centrifugal force
You whirl a stone around in a circle at the end of a
string in apparent defiance of gravity. What keeps the string taut? Why
doesn't the'stone fall when it reaches the top of its vertical circular path?
"Why, it's obvious," you say.
When abody is whirled around, there is an
outward force acting on it.
In this case, the force is large enough to
counteract the downward pull of gravity.
That's why we call this force
centrifugal force; the word means 'flying away from the center.' That's
exactly what the stone would do if you cut the string. It would fIy outward
immediately due to centrifugal force."
Consider another manifestation of centrifugal force, When the car
in which you are a passenger suddenly rounds a sharp turn, you often find
yoUrself sliding along the seat toward the outside of the curve, You were
stationary with respect to the car before you began to slide; hence your
body is accelerated,
Being well-versed in Newton's laws of motion, you
know that a force must have acted on your body to cause the outward acceleration; you can even write a mathematical equation (F m ma) to prove the
existence of this outward-going force. You conclude that the same force
that acted on the string -- centrifugal force--is also responsible for your
sliding along the seat of the autcriobile.

Please go on to page 4.

The concept of centr#Ugal force is quite siMple-and, tlear7cut, isn't
it?, it explains so many things in'a forthright, uncOmpliCated manner.
However.,-explanatiOns of effects-ih rotating; systems based upon centrifugal
force have one defect: THEY ARE INCORRECT! THERE IS NO SUCH FORCE AS
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE ACTING ON: THE STONE ON THE STRXNG OR ON YOUR BODY IN THE
CAM. For more years thanwe-car&tO:mentioni textbOoks,and teachers have
been either-implying Or-aCtuallY dispensing.false infotMation on the subject
So-qhel..i a belief like this, 'cherished:over-the-years, is
Wre:begi.ii:0 view other-Commonly accepted ideas with suspicion This -la
exactly -the attitude we should like to see develop in you.- 'Very'often'ipphsics, "self-evident truths"-turniout,to be the wildest kind of untruths'

:The: answer is, clearly,atthere is no:such:thing as a seIf7evidenttruh
11-Gscience, a: 'so-- called fact of today-may very well. turn out co. be the fairy
tale tl,f tomorrow,'

.

Centrifugal force as an explanation for the -behavior of bbdies'in
circular motion is just Such.a fairy tale o .If abandoning thesiMplicity or
tire centrifugal -.force concept disturbs you,don't fret. The true explanation
of- -the _taut string of the whirling stone,. of the slide along the automobile
Seat, amorOf the tearing tensionyou feel inyour'arms when' you are the last
man:on an ice - skating "whip" is so much more logiCal,and straight7,forward,
that once you haVe grasped
you will never again regret the loss of
"centrifugal" force.

Good luck in the work.ahead* We know youjwililind it interesting.

Please turn to page 154 in the blue appendix.
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There are places in deep space which are so remote from the nearest
star or planet that the effect." of gravitation in these areas are negligible.
We can imagine a block of meteoric matter moving through such a space, having
been cast of an exploding star thousands of years ago. No forces of any kind
act upon it.
It is a completely free agent unaffected by gravitation,
electrical forces, or magnetic forces.
In the absence of force, the meteor is in dynamic equilibrium.
motion is accurately described by Newton's First Law.

Just what kind of motion would the meteor have?
(1)

A

Uniformly accelerated motion.

B

Uniform speed; variable in direction.

C

Uniform velocity.

Its

6

YOUR ANSWER --- B

Refer to Figure 15 on page 46. You can't say that DC is the radius
of the circle of rotati, shown in the figure. This line segment is too 'long;
If you used DC as a radius to draw a circle
Point D is outside the Orcle.
azourd C, you would fi,_
pis circle much larger than the one in the figure.

Please retum to page 46 and choose a better answer,

7

YOUR ANSWER --- C

One of the conversions is incorrect. Perhaps it will help if
we remind
you that there
p. 100 cm in one meter and 1,000 g in one kilogram.
,

When you find this single error, the list will then be correct.
the error; then return to page 56 and choose the right list of values.

Locate

8

'YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct, At the instant of removal of. the centripetal toz(e,
the par-icle at once is restored to a state of dynamic equilibrium. Since
at this instan the motion .1,s tangent to the circle, the particle continues
c move along the line of i2.

Hereafter in this lesson, we will use the symbolto refer to the
"instorcaneous velocity" of the rotating particle. Since the direction of
motion. will be constantly changing, we will refer to "speed" of the particle,
,:he instantaneous voloOity of which is v.
Now let's imagine that the centripetal force is applied to the parti:.ie
const`ant magnitude, continuously changing its direction so that its
onstantly points toward the cenZ..er
The path of the parti:1le will
ecvoy.
then be a perfect

What's the missing word?
to page 9.

Write it; then check your thinking by tunift

9

CORRECT ANSWER: If the magnitude of the centripetal force is constant and
always directed toward the center, the path of the particle will then be a
perfect circle.

In Figure 9, the symbol Fc is used for centripetal force at every
point in the path of the particle and v is used for each instanta%eou%
velocity because the speed of the particle is constant despite the changing
direction. The radius of this circle is symbolized by r and we'll call the
mass of the particle m.

Figure 9
Next we turn our attention to the magnitude of the centripetal force,
Can the required centripetal force F be determined for any given set
o conditions where the mass m, the instantaneous velocity v, and the radius
of the circle r are determinable? By "required" we mean: can we find the
magnitude of the centripetal force Fc needed to keep a particle of mass m
moving at a speed v in a circle of radius r? The answer is yes. An aquation can be derived which relates F to m, v, and r. The derivation is
difficult, however, and beyond the fevel of our course. Rather than buzden
you with the formal derivation, we're going to obtain the equation with the
assistance of our knowledpe of units and unit checks.
F

.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 10
Centripetal Force
A particle moving in a circle with constant speed is acted upon
(a)
by a force of constant magnitude acting toward the center of the circle.
(Copy Figure 9 into your notebook.)
This is centripetal force.
2.

Please turn to page 155 in the blue appendix.
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To obtain the relationship
r on the other, we'll investigate
force needed to maintain circular
To do this, we'll try to make use

between Fc on the one hand and m, v, and
the effect of each of the latter on tha
motion; but we'll handle them separately.
of your personal observations and experi-

ences.

We shall begin by studying the relationship between Fc and v.
Imagine
that you are holding a on
'd length of string between your fingers, having
first wound a few turns c
around your forefinger to prevent inadvertent
slip.
Attached to the stx4.11,g is a "particle," (perhaps a tennis ball). You
whirl the particle in a horizontal circle at a relatively slow speed above
your head and note the amount of centripetal force (Fc) you have to exert to
keep it in this circle. Now assume that you increase the speed of whirling
to wiee or three times its former value and again note the magnitude of
the required centripetal force,
Select one of the statements beim which
fits your observations of what occurs.
(8)

A

As the speed increases, the required centripetal force remains the
same.

B

As the speed increases, the required centripetal force decreases,

C

As the speed increases, the required centripetal force increases,

11

YOUR ANSWER --- B

Your algebra is faulty.
Remember, dividing a fraction like mv2/1
by a whole number such as m is the equivalent of multiplying the fraction by
the reciprocal of the denomiaator.
mv

a
c

2

x

So you can see that the answer you chose is not correct,

Please return to page 27 and select the alternative answer,

12

YOUR ANSWER ---

There is actually nothing wrong with this answer from a strictly
mathematical point of view. The error, if one may call it that, lies in the
basic presentation of the result.
It is conventional to isolate the constant k from the variables by
showing it as a separate quantity, the first term on the right side. Instead
of writing Fc = mici, it is preferable to indicate the same relationship this
way:
F

my
c

kr

In the last analysis, both relationships are mathematially identitai,
but the latter contains better physics.

Please return to page 59 and choose the best answer.

13

YOUR ANSWER --- A

Refer to Figure 18 on page 75.

Path CD is a perfectly straight line. The only conditions that will
permit any object moving in space to follow such a path are those in which
the net force acting on the object is zero.
The fact that a large amount
of driving force is applied horizontally to the satellite does not negate
Regardless of the speed of projecthe gravitational attraction of the Earth.
tion of the satellite at point C, then, the net force acting on it is not
zero because it is still being attracted by the Earth. Hence, it cannot
move along a straight line because it is not in dynamic equilibrium,

There is a much better answer to the question than the one you chose,
Return to page 75 please.

14

YOUR ANSWER 7-- C

Almost, but not quite!

You worked the movement of terms correctly, but.you should have ended
with the following equation:

v

it.

2

=

F cr

m

W'_-..r happened to the square sign on the v?
Why?

You appear to have dropped

To find v, you must take the square root of both sides of the equatiog
shown above.

Please return to page 81 and then choose the right answer

15

YOUR ANSWER --- C

All right, let's go over the essential points.

We started with a series of rough experiments. We whirled a pattleie
wed,
on a string and, one at a time, changed each of the three variables:
mass, and radius of rotation. In each part of the experiment, we tried Itc
determine what happened to the required centripetal force, Fc, as each of
the variables was altered.
We found that the centripetal force had to be increased:
(1)
when the speed (v) was increased. So we assumed that F,
Was directly proportional to v; that is, Fc. kv.
(2)
when the mass (m) was increased. Again we guessed that i_heke
km.
might be a direct proportion between Fc and m; that is, Fc
(3)
when the radius of rotation (r) was decreased. This suggestivi
that Fc might be inversely proportional to r, and we proceeded to make this
assumption; that is, Fc
k/r.
These three proportions were then properly combined into the totmz
F

C

kar

But betote we
We decided to do a unit check on the relation as it stood.
could do this, we had to make another assumption. We assumed which ci the
following?
(13)

A We should like the force to come out in newtons.
B

k equals 1 and has no units.

16

YOUR ANSWER --- B

Centripetal force, regardless of its source, acts
You are correct.
along the radius of the circle of rotation toward the center. This radius
is always perpendicular to the tangent through the particle at every point
of the circle in which the particle is moving..
Try this problem. An electron has a mass of 9.1 x 10 -31 kg. Under
the action of a magnetic force, an electron moves in a circle of 2.0 cm
radius at a speed of 3.0 x 106 m/sec. At what speed will a proton (mass =
1.6 x 10-27 kg) move in a circle of the same radius if it is acted upon by
the same force?

Let us first write the equation for the centripetal force acting on the
electron. Thus:
2

F

e

= mf."4.

r

e

(Copy this.)

The subscript "e" relates all of these quantities specifically to the
electron.

Using the subscript "p" for quantities relating to the proton, write
the centripetal force equation for this particle.

Please turn to page 17 to check the equation.

17

CORRECT EQUATION:
F

v

2

P--P

Now the problem-states that the same force is acting on both particles.
This tells you at one that Fe = Fp which permits you to equate the tight
side of one equation to the right side of the other so that:
2

Elp!p_
rp

2

m melt_
r

e

One of the conditions of the problem is that the proton is to move in
a circle of the same radius as the electron.
Therefore, you also know that
r
= re.
If these are set equal to each other, the equation reduces lurther
to which of the following?
(22)

A

mpvprp = mevere.

B

MpVp 2

C

mpvpre = meverp

D

None of the equations given above is correct.

meve2

18

YOUR ANSWER --- D

Refer to Figure 3 on page 115. Your answer is improperly limited.
To determine where no unbalanced force acts on a particle moving with uniform
speed, you must locate those ranges where the particle moves in a perfectly
straight line. True, A to C is a straight line, but so is the range from F
Over both of these ranges, the particle is in dynamic equilibrium since
to G.
neither the speed nor direction of the motion is changing, Hence, there is
no unbalanced force acting on the particle over either of these ranges

Please return to page 115.

Then select an alternative answer,.

19

YOUR ANSWER --- C

This answer is not right.

Think back to the way we obtained the equation for centripetal force.
In deriving the expression for centripetal force, m always represents a single
_mass, not the combined mass of two different bodies, regardless of their
Remember also that the Earth provides gravitarelationship to each other.
tional attraction.

Please return to page 86.

You can find the right. answer.

20

YOUR ANSWER --- B

This is correct.
We will want v all alone on the left side of the
expression.
So we have:

.

To solve for v, we like to attack the simplification this way: m.
and r on the left can be eliminated by multiplying this side of the equatiou
by rims. But if you multiply one side of any equation by a certa1n factor,
you must do the same thing co the other side. Thus,

ms

x

m,v2

,msmp

x

ms

We want you to simplify this right down to the point where you obtain
v (not v2) all alone.on the left side. Go to it! When you have finished
(it's really not difficult at all), compare your answer with those below and
select the statement that you feel is correct.
(33)
2

A

v = G

ma

B

C

The equation does not simplify to either of the two expressions
shown above,

21

YOUR ANSWER

B

Refer to Figure 18 on page 75.

Path CD is a perfectly straight line. An.object moving through space
can move along a straight line only if it is in dynamic equilibriuq, that is,
if the net force acting on it is zero. At an altitude of 1,000 miles, the
Earth's gravitational pull may be somewhat weakened, but it is still there
and constitutes a very definite unbalanced force that would not permit the
satellite to move in a straight line.
In short, the Earth's gravitational
force even at an altitude of 1,000 miles makes it impossible for the satellite
to move in perfect dynamic equilibrium.

Please return to page 75.

The correct answer should now be evident.

22

YOUR ANSWER --- A

Although this statement is true, it is not included in the context of
the notebook entry in question. Check your notes again.

Please return to page 133.

You'll have to try another answer.

23

YOUR ANSWER --- B

This answer doesn't follow from our reasoning
If a particle is going
to change its direction of motion.at all, a force must be applied to it in
the direction of the change. When the string is cut, the only existing
inward radial force vanishes; hence the particle certainly could not begin
to move inward at exactly the time when the only force that could cause it
to do so ceases to exist!
You must remember that the particle is moving at a tangent to the
circle at every instant in time and that the centripetal force is applied
the purpose of changing the motion from linear to circular motion, So if
the centripetal force causes the motion to change from linear to circular,
the removal of the force must permit the particle to return to linear motion
along the same line it was following at the instant when the string was cut.
But was the particle flying inward toward the center along the radius at the
instant of cutting? Which way was it going?

You should have no difficulty in choosing the correct answer now.
Please return to the question by turning to page 150.

24

YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct. As the radius decreases, the circle of motion becomes
smaller and more curved. The increased curvature is a greater deviation from
a straight-line path and hence requires more centripetal force to produce it
Refer to Figure 10.

C

D

Figure 10
Arc AB is part of a circle with small radius r2; arc CD is part of
circle with larger radius 1.1. Both arcs are about the same length indicating
the same distance traveled in unit time. CD is more nearly a straight line
than AB; hence it requires less centripetal force to produce it

Thus as r decreases, Fe increases. Here again, we see a suggestlon
Following the same procedure
of a proportion but this time, an inverse one
as before, we assume that Fe is inversely proportional to r and write:
F

c

=

r

So far, we have two assumed proportions:
F c = kv

and

Fc = r

That is, centripetal force is directly proportional to particle speed
and inversely proportional to the radius of rotation. What is the other factor
whose relationship to Fe we wish to determine?

Write it; then turn to page 25, please.

25

CORRECT ANSWER:
is mass (m).

The other factor whose relationship to F c we wish to determine

First, we'll repeat our observations about the other terms.
(1)

When the speed of a rotating particle increases, all other
factors remaining the same, the centripetal force required
to maintain circular motion increases.

(2)

When the radius of rotatj.on of the particle increases, all
other factors remaining the same, the centripetal force
required to maintain circular motion decreases.

Please turn to page 156 in the blue appendix.

26

Now how about mass?
If in the imaginary experiment you had used a
heavy object instead. of a light one, say, a stone rather than a tennis ball,
would you have had to exert more or less centripetal force as compared to
that of the previous case for the same radius and the same speed?

00)
A More force.
B

Less force.

27

YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct.

We know, too, that the motion of a particle in a circular path may
be described in terms of the following expression:
F

c

=

mv2
r

The force in this case (centripetal force) produces an acceleration
directed toward the center; hence this force may be substituted for the
general value of F in a = F/m, where a is the centripetal acceleration and m
is the mass of the particle. In other words, we write:

But since

a = TT;

(general form of Second Law)

F = F

=

c

mv 2

(centripetal force equation),

we may substitute my 2 for F in the general form and write:
r
mv 2
r

a

c

where a c stands for centripetal acceleration.
Simplify this last expression.
(28)

A

a

B

ac =

c

=

v2
r

m2v2
r

What do you get?

28

YOUR ANSWER --- A

Not so.

If all four assumptions had been correct, then Fe would have come out
in newtons or kg-m/sec2 instead of coming out in kg/sec as itdid,
Let's review tie assumptions once again:
(1)
We found that Fe increased when
a direction proportion and wrote F = km.
(2)
We found that Fe increased when
assumed a direct proportion and wrote Fe = kv.
(3)
We found that Fe increased when
an inverse proportion and wrote Fc = kin
(4)
We assumed k equal to unity; we
pure number without units.

m increased, so we assumed
v inLreased, so we again
r decreased, so we assumed
also assumed k to be a

Now, since F did not come out in newtons or kg-misec
more of these assumptions must be incorrect.

Please return to page 66.

You know the answer now.

2
,

then one or

29

YOURANSWER

C

Not so!
This equation shows acceleration to be proportionaLto the
product-of force and mass. Do you remember the verbal
form of the Second
-Law? The acceleration of a mass is directly proportional
to the applied
force, but it is inversely proportional to the mass-of the
body.

Write the correct form of the Second Law equation; then turn to
page 98 again and choose the correct answer.

30

YOUR ANSWER --- C

Sure, that's correct. As the speed increases, the need to pull the
string toward the center of rotation with more force is quite evident. Thus
as the speed increases, the centripetal force increases. This suggests the
possibility of a direct proportion between Fc and v. Remember, this is an
intelligent guess but a guess nevertheless. Actually Fe might be proportional
to v 2 or to Fr or to vi, or there may be no true proportionality at ail.
So by assuming that Fc is directly proportional to v, we are going "out on
a limb," but there is no harm in this as long as we are aware of what we
Obviously, such an assumption will have to be tested later on.
are doing.

Now going along on this assumption, we'll write the assumed.direct
proportion in our familiar mathematical form:
F

kv

Next, picture repeating the experiment with a string only half as long,
this time keeping the speed constant at all times. What happens this time?
(9)

A

As the radius decreases, the required centripetal force increases.

B

As the radius decreases, the required centripetal force decreases

31

YOUR ANSWER

You are quite correct.

These are the right MKS'values for this problem.

Now you have the equation and the values for substitution.
Suppose
you solve the problem and let us have the answer to two, significant figures.
What is the maximum speed of the ball?
(20)

A 4,2 cm/sec
B

18 m /sec

C

Neither of the above answers is correct.

32

YOUR ANSWER --- A

You're letting some old, fixed ideisget the better of your reasoning.
You were probably thinking of one possible way of starting the particle in
its circular Path (as when particles are affixed to strings)-.-by :haVing'the
string slack before rotation begins; then you'pictured the particle moving
away from the center of rotation before the string became taut.
Bear in mind that the force F (any one of the infinite number of
centripetal forces for any one of the infinite number of possible positions
the particle may have at a given instant) cannot b7, applied until the string
is taut,. Thus, any movement the particle undergoes while therejs still
slackness in the string must occur before the centripetal fc.rce is applied.
Once the string is taut, :the particle cannot possibly ifte Ve farther

from the center, and hence it could not aCcelerate as described in this answer,

Please return to page 79 and choose a better answer.

33

YOUR ANSWER --- A

Acceleration means a time rate of change of velocity. Acceleration
occurs only when an unbalanced force acts on a mass. From the Second Law:
a

m

it is evident that regardless of the nature of the mass, if the unbalanced
force is zero, then there is no acceleration. If F = 0, then:
a = 0 ee that a = 0

since zero divided by any number is zero.
The meteor is not acted on by an unbalanced force of any kind; this
is the condition we have set up.
Thus, F = 0 and a = 0, so the meteor
cannot be moving with accelerated motion, uniform or otherwise.
)

Please return to page 5 and choose a better answer.

34

YOUR ANSWER --- B

Certainly, the equation you derived shows no such relationship,
mass of the satellite (ms) does not even appear in it

The

Perhaps you thought that the greater weight would require greater
speed to provide the inertia to keep the satellite from failing to the Barth
What you probably_ forgot was that the weight of the satellite provides an
increase in inertia.
Since ms does not appear in the equation for satellite speed, wha:
:.an you conclude about the dependence of satellite speed on sateilice-mass

Please return to page 52 and make another answer selection,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No.

You're forgetting that the radius of the orbit is the distance between
the satellite and the center of the Earth.
Since the radius of the Earth
is taken as roughly 4,000 miles, then the altitude must be added to this
figure to obtain the orbital radius.

Please return to page 53 and choose the alternative answer.

YOUR ANSWER

Lou are chinking of actel'a.ration as a change of ;peed only,

Refits

for: ' Moment: The instantaneous velocities (v1,- v2,, and V22 ali have the
saints Magnitde,. but the directions are different-, Now, although you may think

of acceleration as the change of magnitude of a velocity in many tases, there
are just as many situaiions where An applied force produces acceleration by
changing the direction. of the Velocity r. then:
its magnitude. In the
following definition:
a

4v

The delta preceding the v does not specify whether the magnitude cz
the direction x,or both) is changing'. AcceIeratim OCCUY2,5
with cite, -c,
if both do simultaneously-.

eirher: one vaTies

So, the unbalanced force F in Figure 12 on page /9', when In any,, ne of
its possible positions, must .cause the particle to accelerate. The question
is, in what direction does the acceleration, take place?

.Paease return to page 79.

Try another answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

One of the conversions is not right. It might help if we reminded you
that there are 100 cm in one meter and 1,000 g in one kilogram.

When you locate the error, the list of values will be correct.
it; then return to page 56 and select the right list.

Find
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This is incorrect. It looks as if you were confused by a decimal
point.
Or you might have doubled the speed rather than squaring it.
The equation is:
mv 2
Fc

Now substitute the numbers only:
F

=
c

80 x (20)2
20

If you doubled. the 20 in the numerator instead of squaring it, you
would obtain:
80 x 40
F

e

=

20

F c = 160 units of force

Of course, this is wrong.
104 and select a better answer.

Repeat the calculation; then return to page
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YOUR ANSWER

-- A

Refer to Figure 3 on page 115. The path of the particle from A to C
is a straight line, and since you are told that you are to assume uniform
speed throughout the path, then there is no unbalanced force acting on the
particle from A to C. You answer is correct thus far.
From D to E, the particle's path is a smooth curve. As we have seen,
a particle will traverse a curved path only if an unbalanced force acts on it
Hence, there must be an unbalanced force
while it is following the curve.
acting on the particle throughout the time that it is moving from D to E:.
Thus this part of your answer is incorrect.

Please return to page 115 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Since m for Mars is 1/10 m for Earth, then v for
You are correct.
the Martian satellite would be smaller than v for the Earth satellite, and
the Martian satellite would travel more slowly.
How much more slowly would it travel? That is, at about what
fraction of the Earth satellite's speed would the Martian satellite move?
(39)

A

1

100
1

B

To

C

-3-
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct.
In Trials 1 - 3 only the mass varies; in Trials
4 - 6 only the speed varies; in Trials 7 - 9 only the radius 'varies. Now
let's find out what we can learn from these data.

Suppose we consider Trials 1 - 3 first, For these three trials, v
1.0 m/sec and r = 1.0 m throughout, while the mass goes from 1.0 kg to 2.0-kg .,
to 3.0 kg. If we take 1,0 kg as the initial mass, the centripetal force
required is 1.0 nt initially.
Now the mass is doubled to 2.0 kg, and we find
that the force has also doubled to 2.0 nt. Last, the mass is tripled from
1.0 kg to 3.0 kg, resulting in a tripling of the force from 1.0 nt to 3.0 nt.

Based upon such functional manipulations, the answer to this question
-should be immediately forthcoming: is Fc directly proportional to m? Does
F0 vary directly as the mass of the rotating body? What do you say? Yes
or no?

Write your answer; then turn to page 42.
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CORRECT ANSWER:
Ye
The centripetal force Fc is directly proportional
to the mass m of the body in circular motion.

All right, then, this was the assumption we made, and it has been
verified by experiment.
We now know definitely that Fc = km.
Turning our attention next to Trials 4 through 6, we observe that the
speed has been made to vary while the mass and radius were held constant.
Let's summarize part of the chart information below:
(m and r constant)
(Trial
(Tzial
(Trial
(Trial

Speed

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

1)
4)
5)
6)

m/sec_
m/sec
m/sec
mfsec

Centripetal Force
1,0
4,0
9.0
16.0

nt
nt
nt
nt

It is obvious that doubling the speed does not double the centripetal
force, tripling the speed does not triple the force; nor does quadrupling
the speed quadruple the force. Therefore, Fc is not directly proportional
A proportionality does exist, however, which can be recognized from
to v,
Which one of the following expresses this correctly?
the above data
(15)

A

F

B

F

C

Fc

c
c

= kv 2
kv3
k 47-v
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Refer to Figure 3 on page 115. You are quite correct. Over both of
these ranges, the speed and direction of the particle are unchanging; thus the
particle is in dynamic equilibrium and is not acted upon by any unbalanced toxce

A

B

C

PARTICLE MOVES
WITH UNIFORM
SPEED FROM A TO .J

HAND HOLDING
STRING

Figure 4

Now refer to Figure 4. A particle is shown in various parts of a path
from A to J, moving with uniform speed at all times. A boy holds a string
in his hand at point 0 so that when he wishes, he can take up the slack of the
cord and exert a force on the particle (a ball, perhaps). Note that the sting
is shown in its slack condition when the particle is at points A, B, C, I, am
At the remaining points in the path (D, E, F, G, and H), the boy has pulley
J.
the string taut and is exerting an unbalanced force on the particle. Assuming
that this is the result of an experiment using sequential high speed flash
photography, how do you know that the string is not exerting an unbalanced
force on the particle at A, B, C, I, and J?

Think about this; then turn to page 44.
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Two separate aspects of the diagram (Figure 4 on:page 43) indicate that
the string does not apply an unbalanced force to the particle at.A, B, C, I,
and J.

First, the string is slack. A slack string cannot exert a force on
anything until it is pulled taut.
Second, at the points named, the particle
is moving with constant velocity; hence it'cannot be experiencing an unbalanced
force in any direction.

Just before the particle reaches D; its path starts to curve, It then
continues to curve until it arrives at H. ThroUghout this interval, the boy
exerts a force on the string (note that it is taut) as indicated by the arrowa.
He keeps the string at a constant length all during the time that the particle
moves from D to H, pulling inward toward the finger around which the string
(Assume also that the finger does not move during this time.)
is wound.
Using the above experimental facts, tell us this:
H is part of what sPecial geometric figure?
(4)

A

Curve DH is an arc of a circle.

B

Curve DH is part of an ellipse.

C

Curve DH is part of a parabola,

D

I don't know how to determine this.

The cUrve from D
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct.
The centripetal acceleration of a particle moving
in a circle with constant speed is given by the quotient of the square of
the speed divided by the radius of the circle.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 10
(Item 3)
(b)
The centripetal acceleration of a particle moving in a circulaI
path is directly proportional to the square of the speed of the body and
inversely proportional to the radius of rotation.

ac

r
v2

Throughout this lesson, we have carefully avoided the use of the ward
"body" in phrasing the laws. Our consistency in using "particle" rather
than "body" arises from the difficulty one has in discussing the behavior
of bodies of various shapes in circular motion.

Please turn to page 46.
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1

Figure 15

In Figure 15(1) we have a very small sphere. it it were minutely
small, we could properly call it a partiCle, so let us imagine that it
In that case, the radius of
is tiny enough to describe as a particle.
rotation (r) is clearly and unquestionably defined as line segment AC. But
Which line segment is the
in Figure 15(2), we have a body, not a particle.
radius here?
(29)

A

BC is the radius of this circle.

B

DC is the radius of this circle.

C

Neithet BC nor DC is the radius of this circle.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No
A reaction is evidence of Newton's Third Law of Motion at work.
In applying the Third Law, you must remember that there are always two
bodies involved and that when a force is applied to Body A by Body B, then a
force equal in magnitude but opposite in direction is applied by Body B to
Body A.

What the answer above really says is that the force applied to the ball
(Body A) produces a reaction force also applied to the same body.
If this
were the case, then centripetal and centrifugal forces would cancel each
other and leave the ball in dynamic equilibrium. But if it is in dynamic
equilibrium, it must move in a straight line. Hence, by thinking of the two
forces as applied to the same body, you would make it impossible for the
ball to move in a circle!

Please return to page 64.

Choose the alternative answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You made no use of the fact that re = r, the condition given in the
statement of the problem. Remember, you were i:old that the proton was to
move in a circle of the same radius as the electron. This fact simplifies
the equation considerably.
But a more fundamental error concerns a missing exponent.
that disappear?

Please return to page 17 and select the right answer.

How did
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct.
Acceleration
This is an inevitable conclusion.
must occur in the direction of the unbalanced force. Regardless of the
particular F we choose--and there are an infinite number of possible positions
of P and consequently an infinite number of possible directions for Fit is always directed toward the center; therefore the particle must be
constantly accelerating toward the center.

Does this give you a feeling that the particle must fall into the center
ultimately? Incidentally, this is a very common feeling among people who
hear of centrally directed acceleration for the first time
If you wonder
about this, we believe we can straighten out your thinking by approaching
it from a slightly different viewpoint. Let's try it.
In the situation shown in Figure 12 on page )9, would you say that the
centripetal force F (F1, F2, F3, and so on around the circle) is being applied
continuously or discontinuously in spurts?

Check your answer by turning to page 50.
TA

50

CORRECT ANSWER:
CFntripetai fozce must be applied continuously if the
particle is to move in a smooth circle as this one does,

Figure .13

Instead of applying the centripetal force smoothly, what would happen
if we applied it discontinuously in a series of jerk:, toward the center with
In Figure 13, let's imagine that we start with
slack periods in between?
the particle at A, assuming that it is already in motion. The string is
slack as shown, so the particle must move in a straight line, say AB. Let
AB be the distance covered by the particle while the string is slack; then,
suddenly at B the string is tightened and force F applied to it. Say the
force acts instantaneously. Thus, instantaneously the particle will be
dragged down from B to C, and at the instant it reaches C, the string is
allowed to go slack again. At this instant, it will again take off at a
tangent to the curve on path CD.
While the string was slack from A to B, the distance between the particle and the center of the circle 0 was increasing as is evident from the
diagram. The particle moved further away from the center by the amount BC.
Then upon tightening the string, the particle was brought back to the circle
(B to C) by force F, whereupon the string went slack again, and the particle
moved from C to D. Along which path was the particle undergoing acceleration
toward the center?
(26)

A AB
B

BC

C

CD
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

It may be that you are insensitive to force changes or that you can t
recall exactly what happens in this situation.

Think of whirling a ball at a slow speed and then at a much faster
Try to picture the inward force you have to exert to prevent the
ball from flying off at a tangent.
You'll find that there is a definite
difference between the required forces for the slow and fast rotational speeds,
speed.

Please return to page 10.

Choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You're right!

The correct procedure follows:

iV =
-0 --S1

2

nO.M.

X

r4

t

s

This leaves you with:

v2 = Gae
r

Then taking the square root of both sides, you get:
=

;Gme
r

Examining the terms under the radical, we see that G is known.
(Do
you remember its value?) It's 0.667 x 10-10 m3/kg-sect, Also, me is known
(5.98 x 1024 kg), and r, the radius of the circle of rotation (the orbit of
the satellite), can be determined.
But prior to working out satellite velocity problems, we can now
answer the second question proposed earlier: Does a heavier satellite have to
move faster or more slowly than a light one to stay in the same stable orbit?
Study the final velocity equation above

Then select one of the answers

below.
(34)

A A heavy satellite must move more slowly than a light one to follow
the same orbit.
B

A heavy satellite must move faster than a light one to follow the
same orbit.

C

Heavy and light satellites move at the same speed when in the same
orbit.

D

The equation does not answer the question.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct.
Considering G and me as constants, to determine the
effect of radius on speed, we can rewrite the equation thus:

V=

k
r

We see at once that the speed is inversely proportional to the square root
of the radius.
The importance of this relationship is nicely shown by the following
An artificial satellite must be accelerated in orbit to nearly
18,000 miles per hcur at an altitude of 250 miles above the Earth's surface.
At what altitude would it have a stable orbit if it were accelerated to only
9,000 miles per hour?
problem.

The answer is that the satellite would have to lifted to an altitude
of 13,000 miles above the Earth to find a stable orbif at 9,000 mi/hr.
Does this sound like a tremendous jump? It does-; but there is good reason
for it
Let's see how it works out.

What is the radius of the orbit at an altitude of 250 miles?
(36)

A

250 miles.

B

4,250 miles.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

This is not true.

If F = k /v,. then the chart for these trials would look like this
(taking k = 1):

k vv
(Trial
(Trial
(Trial
(Trial

1)
4)
5)
6)

1.0 m/sec
2,0 m/sec
m/sec
4.0 m/sec

k v77

k 7

i,

0 nt

11,41 ntt

k
k v4

13 nt
nt

(Taking k = 1 is not actually necessary, but it does simplify the
arithmetic.)
Our chart does not show these experimental results for the trials
This means that the expression Fc = k 15 does not meet the requirements of the data and, therefore, cannot be the correct equation.
listed.

Please'return to page 42 and make another selection,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

No
You're being careless. If you should forget an equation that
states a principle, you can help yourself by thinking of the verbal form
of the principle and then making the equation fit the verbal form.

The acceleration of a mass is directly propotional to the force applied
and inversely proportional to the mass of the body. Is that what the equation
you selected says? Of course not.

Please return to page 98 and select the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct.
Since you obtained the right literal solution,you
apparently don't need further help on this

In the event that you did not copy the problem specifications, we'll
restate the problem: a 980-g ball is whirled in a horizontal circle the radius
of which is 36 cm. What is the maximum speed it can have if it is not to
break the string? This particular string will break if 49 nt of force are
exerted on it

Only one of the following lists is completely correct zor solving this
problem. Which is the right one?
(19)

A

m = 0.98 kg
r = 0.036 m
Fe = 49 nt
v = ?
m = 0.98 kg
r = 0.36 m
Fe = 49 nt
v = ?

m = 9.8 kg
r = 0.36 m
F = 49 nt
c
v = ?
m = 980 g
r = 0.36 m
F
= 49 nt
c
v = ?
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

If the direction of a moving body changes, this constitutes acceleration.
Do you remember the reasoning that lies behind this statement? Perhaps a
very brief review is called for.
Velocity is a vector quantity. The magnitude of the velocity vector
is the speed, but the direction of motion must be stated to fully describe
a given velocity.
If either the speed or the direction of a motion is
altered, the velocity has been changed. This is the same as saying that any
body which moves in a path having a variable direction must be accelerating
while the direction is changing.
So, when you say that the path is variable,
you are saying that the meteor moves with accelerated motion.

But acceleration occurs only when an unbalanced force acts on a mass,
From the Second Law:
F

a s m
it is clear that, regardleGs of the nature of the mass, the acceleration is
zero if the unbalanced force is zero. That is, if F = 0, then:
a 9 ° or a = 0

We specified that the meteor is moving in a place where no force of
So, its acceleration
any kind acts on it; hence the unbalanced force is zero.
is also zero, and its path cannot Le a varying one.

Please return to page 5 and select a more suitable answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You made no use of the fact that r
re, the condition given in the
Remember,
you
ere
told that the proton was to
statement of the problem.
move in a circle of the same radius as the electron.
Furthermore, ro and re are denominators in the original equation;
you have moved both of them up into the numerator in an improper mathematical operation.

again.

Please return to page 17; then look at the original equation once
If rp = re, what can you do with these factors immediately?
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, of course. As the mass increases, the required
centripetal force increases. Again assuming a direct proportionality, we
write:
km

F

We now have the following three proportions:
F

c

= kv

F=
r
c
F

c

= km

As F is the dependent variable in all three proportions, we may put
them togethec r to form a single statement with Fc on the left of the equals
sign.
Can you do it? One of the following is the 'orrect combination; the
others are wrong.
Select the one you'think is right.
(11)

A

F
Fc

B

Fc

krill:

v

my

C

F

kn

D

F

mkv
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Refer to Figure 13 on page 50.

The string was slack all throughout the flight of the particle from
A to B, Thus there could be no force acting on it in any di/en:ion due to
the string.
With no unbalanced force acting on it, the particle must have
moved with uniform velocity from A to B- We must conclude, then, that it did
not accelerate at all along this path.

Please return to page 50 and think this over once mote befcixe making
another answer choice.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This is not true. Refer to Figure 4 on page 43. You may not know
much about the properties of ellipses but you can recognize this: an ellipse
cannot be drawn by using a fixed length of strillz tied to a single fixed
center.
In other words, we can say that an ellipse has a varying radius when
this radius is drawn to various parts of the curve from the same fixed center.

Figure 5
See Figure 5. The three radii, r1, r2, and r3 are of different
lengths, so the ellipse could not have been drawn with a fixed length of string
tied to point O.

Now think: What kind of geometric figure can be drawn by a fixed
radius rotating so that one end of it remains on a single fixed point?

Please return to page 44 and choose the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

The mass of the Earth is implicit in the Fc part of the equation,
No
That is, F is provided by the gravitational pull of the Earth on the satellite,
and the mass s of the Earth is included in the expression for this gravitational
pull.

Please return to page 86 and select a better answez.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. The speed v is directly proportional to the square
root of the planet's mass.
Thus v = kii.L.and, since the mass of Mars is
about 1/10 that of Earth, then v = k VI/10 or roughly:
1

v

-R
3

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 10
4.

Satellite motion
The speed of an Earth satellite is given by:
(a)
v =

IG-Lel

where v = speed in m/sec, G = constant of universal gravitation in m3 /kg -sect,
me = mass of the Earth in kilograms, and r = radius of orbit in meters.
To find the speed of an orbiting satellite around any planet
(b)
other than Earth, substitute the mass of this planet for me.
(c)

For a given speed, the radius of a satellite orbit may be found

from:

Before continuing, please turn to page 158 in the blue appendix.

A.s we draw near the close of this lessdn, Y,ou are perhaps wondering
if we are going try mention centrifagal'force at all. You will have observed
of course,, that we did not needit'et all to explain any of the effects in
circular motion. The notion of centrifugal force is quite superfluous in
physics; yet we encounter it every now and then in our reading,
Let's put
the phrase in its proper place hereand now.
To elithinate the side effects due to gravity, friction, air 'resistance,
and so on, let us conceive of-a ball revolving around a frlctionless bearing
in a vacuum on the end of a string in deep space where gravitatidn.May
ignored,

(Figure 20)

Figure 20,

Inthis idealized situation; there is-onlx-one-loree-act-ingjon the ball

ThiSforce Is'centripetaLforce, direCted
toward the center of rotation at every instant- It is the centripetal
force which causes centripetal acceleratiOn'and prevents the ball. from.movingOff in a straight line.
if it .moves with uniform speed.

,

Now,in the original concept of centrifugal :force, it, was thought;:
that in some mysterious way a force acted outward frOM the center on:'.the
ball, causing the string to remain taut. We have shown that. no such: force,

The OnlYforce acting on the ball is the inward onecentripetal force.

:exiSts.

In recent years, there has .been an inclination among physicisto
-regard centrifUgal force as'a reaction to centripeta force and thus Change
the'concept itself. We know that an inward fOrce is appliedtO the:b41;
this automatically means that another..force:having the.same magnitude but
opposite direction must be applied to which ox these?
(40)

A

Ball.

B

String.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Statement C is quite accurate but, unfortunately, it has nothing to do
with the information in notebook entry 2(h).

Please return to page 133.

Try again!
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. The three proportionsshould be combined into the
single proportion shown in tila answer. But remember, please, that the
combined form repres
a :eries of three assumptionS which have yet to
be verified..

As a.first step, let us, do a unit check pn thiseipressionOnsking
still.another assumption: we shall assume that k equals 1 and that is is
dirensionleSs.. Then, we'll express the mass (m) in kilograms, the velocity
(0 in meters per second, and the radius (r) in meters. If ail'our.assumptions
are correct, then'Ye should come out in newtons,

F

=

kg- sec

.

c

Were all our assumptions correct?

p(

(12)

A

Yes,

B

No,

C

I don't know,

kg
sec
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

There are at least two errors in this solution.

If you work out the units of this expression, you get something like
this:

Given:

G =

m
kg-sec'

m e = kg, ms = kg, r = m.
3

Substituting:

v = (

2)(

kg ° k

-kg-m sec-

m

g)

v =
sec 4

But velocity is not measured in the square of meters per second times
kilograms.
So, work out the problem carefully.

ase return to page 20 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You're getting your squares and square roots mixed up again, The
speed v is directly proportional to the square root, not to the square, of
the planet's mass.

Please return to page 40 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

If quantity a varies inversely as the square of b, then you would see
this form:

a = k,
bz

However, in the satellite speed equation, the form is entirely
different. We might rewrite it as follows:

=

±-ne---

rr
Since G is the constant of universal gravitation, and the mass eat the Earth
me is constant as far as we are concerned, then the product Gme may be
replaced by a constant to study the proportion.

v =
2
Hence, the speed
Surely this form is not the same as a = k/b , is it
cannot be inversely proportional to the square of the radius.

Please return to page 122 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

If the magnetic force is to serve as the centripetal force, then it
cannot act along the tangent. A force acting along the tangent could increrse
or decrease the instantaneous speed of a particle, but it could not change
its direction. Remember that the direction of a particle moving_ in a circle
is constantly changing.

Please return to page 124.

The other answer is correct.

7i

YOUR ANSWER --- B

This answer indicates that you may not have undersood the question
Your
or that you can't recall exactly what happens in such a situationf_.6er, through the medium of the string, must exert a centripetal force
inward along the radius of the circle as the ball is whirled aound, -As we
have explained, the inward or centripetal force must act toward the center
of the circle at all times, requiring you to shift your pulling direction
continuously. Normally, the human muscular coordination is more than adequate to make this continuous shift more or less automatic; you don't have
to think about it.
Now as the ball is whirled at a greater speed, the need toy entripetal
force still exists, of coarse. The question is, will the force tequixed to
keep the ball, in a circular path be greater, smaller, or the same foi. high
speed as compared with the force at low speed?

Please return to page 10.

Select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER

C

You are correct.
BC is tooshOrt and DC is too long for either to be
the radius.
But this is A real situation; certainly, a ball can beiWhirled
on a string with a definite and fixed radius of rotation.

There is a pointin.( or near) any body regardless of its shape at
which-we may consider all Of its mass'to be concentrated. The mass is not
actually concentrated there, of course, but by establishing such an imaginary.
point, problems in rotation become soluble. For example, if we consider all
the mass of a uniform sphere or of a-erfect uniform cube to be concentrated
at thegtimetric-center, this point may then be taken as the particle which
terminates the radius. The point where all of the mass of any body may be
considered to be concentrated is called the center of gravity of the
body.
Our course of study does not permit an extended discussion of the center
of gtavity of oddly shaped bodies such as cones, pyramids, cylinders, and so
forth, but we feel that you should be exposed to the idea very briefly.
if
One important characteristic of.the center of gravity is this:
you place your finger immediately below the center of gravity of an object
(along a vertical line), the body will balance on your finger.
To see Figure
16 which illustrates this turn to page 73.

a*.
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SPHERE

CUBE

CYLINDER

CONE

Figure t6

Figure i6 shows 4 geometric objects: « sphere, a u,be, d -_-ylinder,
In each case, the object is balanced on the point cr an arrow
and a cone,
placed immediately below its center of gravity (G),

In many solid shapes, the center of gravity coincides with the geometric center. This is true, for example, in a uniform sphere, cube, or
cylinder; but it is not true in a cone or pyramid,

Figure 17

The geometric center of a cone or pyramid may be
between its apex and its base along the major axis. As
the center of gravity for each of these shapes, however
the major axis but rather close to the base than to the
what position you place a cone above a pointed support,
if its center of gravity is immediately above the point
vertical line.

Please go on to page 74.

,

described as hali-way
you probably guessed,
is not hali-way along
apex.
No matter in
it will be balanced
of support along a.

14

In ci7.cular. m;-;tion, we are most often ::oncened with spherical bodies.
For oor forthcoming work on satellites, it will nsuf±ice to consider satellites
as spheres so that we .ran refer to them as bodies re:her than parti.zies.
The radius of rotation is measured from the center of the cirL1e of rotation
to the center of gravity of the sphere,

The Earth possesses one natural satellite, the moon.

The Space Age

began with the dramatic ascent of a tiny objecttnik 1, the first man.

made satellite, which was successfully place into orbit by the U,S.S,R.
Today literally hundreds of man-made moons revoixe around the Earth in the
outer fringes of our atmosphere.

Naturally, we are interested in the physics of a sateite's orbit.
How fast must it move to stay in orbiti Must a heaviel satellite move raster
How
or mere s'owly '..than a lighter one to remain an the same stable orbit?
does the radius of the orbit i c:liscance between the center. ci ga...:ity of the
satellite and the enter of gravity of the Earth; arfe.t1 the speed required
If we projected alsatelite'from Mars, we 1d its
o keep the satellite there?
speed be the same as for a similar orbit aroura 'the Earth%
Let's take them cane
We know enough to answer all these questions now
at a time. Before we do, however, we'll want to get a general qualitative
picture of the satellite orbits.

Please go on to page 75c
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Figure 18 shows a satellite being launched from point A..
Its initial
path is vertical or nearly so to point B. Automatically, or by radio control
from the ground, the satellite vehicle is turned into path BC. At C the
satellite separates from the last rocket stage and becomes a "free agent."
Driving power, active from A through.C, is now gone, The satellite's
future behavior will be determined only by natural forces.

D

i4;.---SATELLITE

/

Figure 18
Two possible paths of the "free" satellite are shown in the diagram,
CD and CE. Under what conditions would the satellite take path CD, a
perfectly straight line?
(30)

A

If a large amount of driving power had been supplied to it by its
rocket at the moment before separation.

B

If point B were at an altitude of at least 1,000 miles.

C

If.gravitational force from the Earth did not act on it

YOUR ANSWER --- C

The motional state that describes dynamic equiYou are correct.
the
librium is uniform velocity, a state in which neither the speed no
ditectton of the motion changes.

F
P

'

Figure 1
In. Figure 1Ar a particle P, initially moving with uniform ''elocity from
left to right is ac ted upon by a downward force causing it to change its
direction of motion as at P'.
In Figure IB, the same particle with the: same
initial velocity is acted upon again by a downward force, but you will notice
at once that the appearance of this deflection is different than the previous
one.
We might describe the deflection in :LA as sharp while that in AB
might be described as gradual.

There are several possible explanations for the difference in
deflection in the two cases. At this moment, however, we ate concerned with
just one of them.
In the following list, only one of the possibilities
could account for the difference in deflection. Which one is it?
(2)

A

F is a pushing force, while F' is a pulling force.

B

is acting for a longer time than F.

C

F' is a force of larger magnitude than F.

D

The particles in the two cases may have different masses and hence
different inertias.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Refer to Figure 13 on page 500

Perhaps you did not notice that we said the string became slack again
at the very instant the particle was restored to its position on the circle
at point C. Thus, from C to D the string is slack and cannot exert a force
on the particle.
With no unbalanced force acting on it, the particle must
have moved with uniform velocity from C to D. We must conclude, then, that
it did not accelerate at all along this path.

Think it over.

Then return to page .50 and choose a bettet answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

One of the conversions in this list is incorrect. It might help if
we reminded you that there are 100 cm in one meter and 1,000 g in one kilogram

When you locate the error, tue list of values will be cortect
then return to page 56 and select the right list.

find it;
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct..
The acceleration produced by an unbalanced force
acting on a mass takes place in the direction of the force, ALWAYS! This
is a physical law because there are no known exceptions to it

Now we want to apply this idea to centripetal force,

Figure 12

In Figure 12, a particle is moving in a circular path with uniform
speed and is shown in three instantaneous positions, PI, P2, and P3. The
force required to maintain the circular motion for each instantaneous position
The force at each position is, of course,
is designated as F1, F2, and F3.
the centripetal force and, as shown, is directed toward the center of rotation.
In accordance with the discussion we have just completed, if the force acts
toward the center of rotation, then what must the particle do?
(25)

A

It must accelerate away from the center of rotation at the instant
of application of this force.

B

It must accelerate toward the center of rotation at the instant this
force is applied.

C

It cannot be accelerating at all since its speed is constant.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

There are two errors in the combined form,

First, Fc was assumed to be directly proportional to v on the basis of
rough experimental evidence. Your combined form shows an inverse proportion
between these two variables.
Second, F was assumed to be inversely proportional to r, also on the
basis of a rough experiment.
Your combined form Indicates a direct proporLIon
between these variables.

Be sure to keep the inverse and direct proportion straight.

Please return to page 59.
your next selection right.

Study the remaining possibilities and make
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YOUR ANSWER ---

You

.cotrect,

The full solution ::follows:

mv2

80 kg x (20 m/sec)2
20 m

r

80 x 400

k m

20

sec,

1,600 newtons

This time, a 980-gram ball is whirled in a
What is the maximum speed
it can have if it is not to break the string? This particular string will
Try another problem.

horizontal. :circle the radius of which is 36. cm.

break, if 49 nt, of force are ekerted on it.

Note carefully that the units given are CGS rather than MKS, except
for the breaking force. Before starting your solution, be sure to. convert
the units that need changing in order to get all the quantities in a single
system of measurementt.
.

Solve the problem and determine the maximumeoeed of the ball for
the conditions described,
The first step should be to solve the literal
equation so that the unknown ia alone on the left of the equals sign. Which
of the following is the correct literal solution?
(18)

A

B

V

Fe2r2
12'
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YOUR ANSWER

B

This is nbt true.
It may be that these actions-and changes are so
commonplace to you that its difficult to stop and figure out what really.
happens.
However, it is unreasonable to expect that the force-will decreae
with decreasing radius..-Refer to-Figure 10.

Figure 10

We have drawn two arcs, AB and CD, from the same center but with
different radii. For:comparison purposes the actual lengths of the arcs
are very nearly the same.- Note how flat CD is compared with AB-.
Or in
other words, note how great the .curvatre of AB is as compared with CD,
Thus, are CD approaches a-straight line more closely_than AB. This,
in turn, means that CD is less of a departure from dynamic equilibrium
than AB; hence less centripetal force would be required to produce circular
motion when the.tadius is r than when it is r20
1

Please return to page 30.

Choose the other answer
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

Statement D is quite true but is not a summary of notebook entry 2(h).
Check your notes again.

Please return to page 133 and select another possibility
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YOUR ANSWER

B

No, that's not correct,

If F
k

0:

c

kv3, then the chart for these triais would lock like this (taking,

kv3
(Trial 1)
iTrial 4)
(Trial 5)

Trial 6)

(Taking k
/goMewhat simpler,)

1

1,0
2.0
3.0
4.0

m/sec
m/sec
m/sec
m/sec

= F,:

1C(1)?..=

1

nt

k(2
kk3)

= 8 nt
= 27 nt
k(4)' = 64 nt

is not actually necessary, but it does make our arithmet:

Well, our chart does not show these experimental results 1-3r the
kld does not meet the
trials listed. This means that the expression Fc
requirements of the data; hence it cannot be the correct relation.

Please return to page 42 and select a better answer..
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct, The unbalanced force due to gravity acting on the
satellite causes the satellite to follow a cutTed path (CE).

Like the planets and the moon, artificial satellites move in elliptica_:.
For our purposes, however, the assumption of a circular orbit to
make our calculations easier will do no harm. So let us say that CE is the
arc of a circle.
orbits.

WE are ready now to tackle the first question:
satellite move to stay in orbit?

How fast must the

The gravitational force between the satellite and the Earth is the
centripetal force that causes the satellite to follow a circular orbit,
From the Law of Universal Gravitation, we have:
F

.

g

alla T
z

This is the gravitational force that affects the motion of the satelliteThe mass of the satellite is represented by ms, the mass of the Earth by me,
(See notebook entry
and G represents trio constant of universal gravitation.
1(d) for Lesson 9. You should refresh your memory in regard to the xelavivE,
magnitude.and units used for G.) The distance between the centers of graviy
of the satellite and Earth is symboJized by r. What is the approximate
value of r when the satellite is still on the Earth's surface?

Write your answer; then turn to page 86.
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CORRECT ANSWER:
4,000 miles,

At the Earth's surface, the value of r is approximate

We may Lake the separation between centers of gravity as the radius
of the Earth, namely 4,000 miles. The satellite is so tiny compared to the
Earth that its radius is inconsequential, even in precise calculations
For the general situation of a satellite the centripetal for-,:.e needed
to keep it in orbit is gravitational force:
= Gmqmk-

F

r2

g

But we know that centripetal force is also given by the expessicn:
2

F

a mv

In this expression for centripetal force, which mass does m symbclizE
for the motion of a satellite around the Earth?
(31)

A

The mass of the satellite.

B

The mass of the Earth.

C

The combined mass of both Earth and satellite.
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YOUR ANSWER

B

Refer to Figure 3 on page 1.15
Between A and B, the particle moves
Assuming
that
the
speed
is uniform as directed in the
in a straight line.
figure, then neither the speed nor the direction of the particle is changing,
It is in dynamic equilibrium in this region and there are no unbalanced forces
The first part of your answer is, therefore, correct,
acting on it,

From E to F, however, the path is a smooth curve, As we have seen,
a particle will traverse a curved path only if an unbalanced force acts on it
to cause the direction of its velocity vector to c.hangee There must be an
unbalanced force acting on the particle from E to F.. This part of your answer
is therefore incorrect,

Please return to page U5,

Choose a better answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This doesn't even look right.
out like this:
Given:

G =

Substituting:

And with units substituted, it cz,mes

m3
3
me- = kg 2 , ms = kg, r 3 = m
k g- sect'
v

,

kg2kgz_
m3
kg-sec 2)( m3 )

ke
see2

But velocity is not measured in the square of kilograms per seorid_

So, work out the problem carefully.
over the other answers.

Please return to page 20 and
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This does not follow from a study of the equation you just derived.

A little earlier we showed that a proton must move more slowly
in a given orb :t than an electron in the same orbit with the same centripetal
force applied because the proton is more massive. This probably helped you
reach your conclusion.
The difficulty with this kind of reasoni , is that you are prone to
forget something, The magnetic force acting on the proton and electron was
the same for both, But in connection withsatellites, the heavier (or mole
massive) satellite will have more force acting on it since the force is the
to gravitation So the two situations are not the same.
Look at the equation critically. Does the mass of the satellite
appear in it anywhere? What does this tell you about the dependence of the
speed of the satellite on its mass?

Please return to page 52,

Choose a better answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

There are three errors in the.combined form you have selected,

First, Fe was assumed to be directly proportional t, v on the basis
.rough experimental evidence. Your combined. form shows an inverse
proportion between these two variables,
Second, F,.was assumed. to be directly proportional to m, also on
Your form shows aninverse proportion between

basis of rough e3-Lperiment,
F and m.

Third:;
was assumed to be inversely proportional to r,
indicates a direct proportion between these varia'Aes,

Your choice

Somehow, there was an inversion of the position of all three variables,
Be sure to keep the inverse and direct proportions straight.

Please return to page, 59 and seleCt an answer that m-etS the conditiolus
of the problem
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Refer to Figure i5 on page 46,
It you plazed a piece of chalk at
Point B and then drew a circle around C using a piece of string ot length t,
would this circle coincide with the one already there? No, it would not.
Yet, by this definition, r would be the radius of the new, smaller circle
you just drew.
So the radius of the original, larger circle extends mote
than from B to Co

Please return to page 46 and select another answer keeping the above
discussion in mind,
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YOUR ANSWER - -- B

You're joshing us!

Make the stone massive enough, and it will pull
you right off your
;feet as you try to whirl it through the air at the
end of a string! A
large mass has a laret inertia and therefore tendS
to keep going in a str-aigh
line with a tremendouSH.udetermination."
To overcom this inertia of motion
for a large mass, what must be true of th4 magnitude
of the centripetal iot'el

Please return

page 26.

Choose the alternative anaVet.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The orbital radius is the sum of the Earth's radius
and the altitude, or 4,000 mi + 250 mi = 4,250 mi.

Now look at the proportionality form of the speed equation:
k

v

VT'

Our object is to determine the radius of a stable orbit tot a new
This is half the original speed;
The next step may
not be necessary for everyone,
it is straightforward and recommended,
speed of 9,000 mi /hr.

Since the radius r is the unknown, we'll solve the proportion for r.
k

becomes

v

=

V-r-=

Squaring both sides, we get:
r

k

172

At half the original speed, we may write:
r

or

r

k
= --J-07,5.2

where r' is the new-radius,

or

2

r'

24k

Since r = k/v and r' = 4k/v2, then how many times as large is the new
radius compared to the original radius?

Write your answer; then turn to page 94.
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CORRECT ANSWER:
radius.

The new radius must be 4 times as large as the oiiginaA

In short, if the speed is to be halved, the orbital radius will have
be quadrupled, The original radius was 4,250 miles, so the new radius
have to be 4 x 4,250 = 17,000 miles,
To find the altitude of the satellite, we subtract the radius tint the
Earth from the orbital radius and obtain 17,000 mi
4,000 mi
13,000 ml,
Thus the new altitude 5.s 52 times as great as the original altitude, A
'fsather surprising answer, isn't it?

Summarizing our conclusions thus far:
(1)

The speed of a satellite in orbit is given by the equation
me
=

(2)

The mass of a satellite does not enter into the calculaticns
of its speed.

(3)

The speed of a satellite is inversely proportional to the
square root of the orbital radius.

Our last question:
If we projected a satellite from Mars, wou'i.d
speed be the same as for a similar orbit around the Earth? By "similaz
orbit" we mean an orbit of the same radius, not the same altitude.

How would you answer this question?
)(37)

A Yes,
B

No

C

I don't know.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

Your answer is not correct; one of the equations given is a correct
simplification of the original statement.
The original equation reads:

2 '
Tpyp_
rp

mpve 2
re

You are supposed to make use of the fact that the proton and election
move in circles that have the same radius. That is, r = r e? Well, if
rp = r
then why not drop the subscripts and rewrite he equation this way
e
,

Tpyp2

MpVp 2

A simplification is now possible with an r in the denominator of each
fraction. Try multiplying both sides of the equation by r. 9hat do you get'

Please return to page 17.

You should have the answer now
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. Refer to Figure 13 on page 50. The force F is
applied over path BC, causing the particle to accelerate toward the center_
We pointed out that the particle moved away from the center by the amount.
BC while it was moving from A to B; then it was accelerated toward the cent.along BC, exactly compensating for its retreat from the center ov-et the
previous path. This retreat and return would be repeated over and cwei as
the string is first slackened and then tightened again. You might view this
action as one in which the particle is repeatedly moving
by the same amount that it is being accelerated toward
keeping its average distance from the center the same
So it is possible for a particle to accelerate toward
without ever falling into it:

Please turn to page 97.

away from the .::ellx.e7J
the center, theietty,:e

over the citculal paAl
the center et rotation
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Now, suppose we made the -....nterval between jerks smaller and smaller
as tn Figure 14, This would not alter the action as described above; it
would simply cause the little central accelerations to occur more frequently
so that the "sawtooth" motion would begin to look smoother and smoother.
Finally, when the jerks were so closely spaced as to appear smooth, the path
of the particle would 13-1c,y7le a

Figure 14

After completing the sentence above, please turn to page 98.
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When the jerks were so closely spaced as to appear stccth,
CORRECT-ANSWER:
the path of 'the particle would become a circle.

The foregoing analysis was intended to help you see that a particle
moving. in a:circular path must accelerate toward the center continuously..
If you wish,. you can think of acircle as being composed of an infinite.
number of sawteeth, the leading edge of each tooth-representing the "falling
inward" of the particle to compensate for its outward motion during the
other. part of the tooth- path.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 10
.Centripetal acceleration.
(a)
.When a particle moves in a circle, it accelerates continuously
toward the center of rotation, This acceleration is a result of a change of
direction of its velocity rather than a change of magnitude.
Theparticle
does not gradually approach the center of rotation because it is falling
outward continuously due to inertia just as fast as it is falling inward due
to the central acceleration.
o

'

.

.

Now, what is the magnitude of centripetal acceleration?.
Like. any other mass in motion, a particle moving in a circle must.
obey Newton's Second Law.of Motion.
.

As a refresher, complete'this statement:
ton's Second Law may be written as
(27)

A a
B

a a

C

a

F

Fm

the general form. of New
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

All the known quantities have been expressed in the MKS system. You
even went to some trouble to convert some of the data. This would mean that
your answer could not ba presented in the CGS system.
Without committing ourselves as to the accuracy of the numerical
part of the answer above, we must insist on the result being given in MKS
unit.A.
This is not meant as a trick, but we hope that you are learning to pay
closer attention to the units as well as the numerical values of your answers.,

Please return to page 31 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This won't do.

re doing some strange tricks with squales and

squa.ce roots.

Let's do it one step at a time.

The equation is:

MV

F

2

r

We want v, the unknown, on the left side all alone. Hence., we :an
multiply both sides by r/m to eliminate m and r frdm the right side,
F

c

x

CF r =

r

m

=

mv

2

x

M

2

F r.r
v 2 m --m

We want v, not v2, as the unknown. To do this we must take the
square root of both sides. You evidently squared the right side rather than
taking its square root, This was your error.

Please return to page 81.
correct answer.

Repeat the

manipulation; then choose the
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Refer back to Figure 1 on page 76.

Of course, either of the two forces might be a pulling or a pushing
No mention of this was made in the statement of the circumstances.
However, whether the force pulls or pushes, its effect is quite the same
You may remember from your study of composition and resolution of forces in
Lesson 7 that any force could be treated either way, and that there is no
difference in result if we consider the force to be pulling or pushing.
force.

Therefore, the answer you selected is not correct.
for the difference in deflection on this basis.

Please return to page 76 and make another choice.

You can't account
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You,Should be able to see the error of. this answer by reviewing.the
A proton is much.
situation from the point of view of inertia of motion.
more massive than anelectron. Thie mass gives it more inertia. Therefore, a proton has a greater tendency to continue to move in'a straight
line than an electron. Now, to change its direction of motion--to make it
move in a circle rather than along a straight' line--you would have to exert
a centripetal force, on it. But if its tendency to keep moving in a straight
.1.1ne is stronger than that of an electron, howwouldthis..centripetal force
',5mpare. with the force needed to duplicate the':attion for the electron?
.

Do you remember how force and mass are related in the expression
Pc =

Please return to page 140 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER

C

You must have gotten the column headings mixed.

Look at Trials 4 through '6.
Observe that the_speed
not the same in
these trials; it is 2.0 m/sec in the.fourth trial, 3.0 m/sec
in the next,'and
4.0 m/sec in the next.

Observe, too, that in-Trials 4 through 6 the:radius is
held. ,:Lonstant,
while your-answer says that it was varied.
It was varied in TriIs 7 through
9.

Please return to page 118.

e,.

Select an anf,'::er that fits the facts.

.%04

YOUR-ANSWER --- B

You are correct By assuming k co be dimensionless in the first
place and then by substituting and discovering that F, turns out to be in
newtons as it Should, we have justified -.the initial assumption.
A notebook entry' is called for here.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY,

Lesson10
(Item 2)
(b)
If a-par ticle of mass m kg moves in a circle
l whoSe radius is z metesi_
with a speed of v-miset, then the centripetal:le:rice acting.om it is:.

F

2
Inv

,

newtons

(c)
Verbally, this equation may be given as:
the_centripetal force
acting on a particle moving with uniform speed in a circle varies directly
as the mass and the square of the speed and inversely as the radius of the
circle of rotation.

Let's try ajelatively easy problem involving these concepts
An 80-kg man rides in a car which makes a sudden to rno He naves, along
a Curve of radius 20 m at a speed of 20 m/sec. What centripetal force
acts on him?
'Write the equation, make the necessary Substitutions includint, units,
and then solve for the ,centripetal force. What is the correct answer?
(17)

A

80 nt

B

160 nt

C

1,600 nt
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

The unknown is the speed of the satellite. In solving an equation, we
always try to get the unknown alone on the left side of the expression,
isolated from the other quantities.

In that case, you don't want to solve for the mass of the satellite.

Please return to page 111 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER

No, this is not'so.
Refer back'to Figure 1 on page 76. Without, going.
into too much detail on the subject, isn't it fairly apparent that if F'
had'a greater magnitude than F, the deflection in .B would tend to bs sharper
that the deflection in A? If a rubber ball is rolling along the ground past
you, and you want to send it off on a new path by kicking it sideways, you
would find that the harder you kick it at right'angles to its path, the
sharper would it curve off.

So, here is another factor upon which the sharpness of deflection
depends:
the magnitude of the force applied perpendicularly to the initial
path. But forces of larger magnt;ude will cause sharper deflections, not
the other way around.

Please return to page 76.
before making your next choice.

Consider the remaining answers logically
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

If you note -hat m, the mass of the planet, appears in the numerator
of the equation:

v= G
r

this should tell you at once that there is a direct kind of relationship
between mass and speed. That is, as the mass increases, the speed increases;
as the mass decreases, the speed decreases.
Thus, if the mass of Mars is only about 1/10 that of the Earth, then
m for Mars would be 1/10 me. Would this make v for the Martian satellite
larger or smaller than for the terrestrial satellite?

Please return to page 135; select the other answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Your answer implies that the orbital speed is independent or the mass
of the planet around which the satellite moves. In the equation:

v=

Gme

we know that G is a universal constant, equally applicable zo problems
involving either Earth or Mars or any other planet; we also are workang on
the basis of the same orbit around Earth and Mars, so r is the same tor each
case; but how does me come into the picture? Tin subscript "e" was used
to indicate that we were speaking of the mass of the Earth. For a Malan
satellite, we would have to replace me with mm, the mass cat Mars.
From this, it should be clear that the orbital speed of the sateLliz.e
is certainly dependent upon the mass of the planet around which it moves,
The mass of Mars is about 1/10 that of the Earth.

Please return to page 94 and pick an alternative answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This statement is not true! The particle is moving at uniAtorm speed.
All this means is that it traverses equal distances along the arc in equal
time
But velocity is a vector quantity that can be fully described only by
specifying both its magnitude and its direction. Two velocities may be said
to be the same only if their magnitudes are equal and if they have the same
direction.

A particle moving in a circle at any given instant in time has a
velocity directed along the tangent to the circle at that point. We call this
the instantaneous velocity. This concept will be more fully explained a bit
later.
Refer to Figure 8 on page 146. The tangent is, of course, perpendicular to the radius at that point, so the vector VI is drawn at right angles
to its radius (OP) and the vector VI is similarly drawn perpendicular to its
radius (OP'). Now, do the instantaneous velocities v1 and v2 have the same
direction? Can they be said to be the "same?"

Please return to page 146'.

Select the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

The equation definitely gives rhe

This is incomplete reasoning.
required information.

Here's a clue by analogy,
In the study of falling bodies near the
Earth's surface, we found that the final speed of a stone as it strikes the
ground is given by the relation:.
v

gt

if it started from rest, In this equation, g is the acceleration dile %0)
gravity, while t is the time of fall. Now we note that the mass of the stone
does not appear in the equation. This means that the final speed cii the failang
body does not depend on its mass at all because, if a dependency existed
between speed and mass, then mass would show LIE in the equation.
Does the mass of the satellite appeaz
Now look at the equation above.
in the equation? Do you remember that ms canceled out during the simplification process? Now use your judgment.

Please return to page 52 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct.
expression.

The mass of the Earth is not at all involved in this

Thus far we have:

Centripetal force supplied by gravity:

= dnile

F
g

r

and the general equation for centripetal force is:
F
c

22
1:

Note that we are using ms rather than m in the second equation,
Since both expressions give the centripetal force on the satellite,
then Fg = F0, and we can equate the right sides of the equations. Thus,
m v

2

GmE

(Copy this on scrap paper,)

We are trying to answer the question: How fast must the satellite
move to stay in orbit? To get the equation in the form most suitable toi
answering this directly, what should you solve it for?
(32)

A

r

v

C ms
D

I don't know.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

We have just shown that F c = kmv2/r comes out in newtons when k is
assumed to be unity and dimensionless and. when the proper MKS units are
substituted for the other quantities.
If, as you say, k is also measured in newtons, then we would have:
my

2

Fc =

(newtons)
or

F
c

F

c

(newtons)

= (newtons) x (newtons)
= (newtons) 2

So you see that taking k as measured in newtons forces us to come to
Hence,
an impossible conclusion. Force cannot be measured in (newtons)2.
k cannot be measured in newtons.

Please return to page 149 and make a better selection.

n3

YOUR ANSWER --- A

Your reasoning probably went
You have made a very common error
since the centripetal force pulls inward toward the
something like this:
center of the circle, then when it in removed by cutting the string, the
particle will move in the opposite direction or outward away from the center
along the radius.
This is not so. You must remember that the particle is moving at a
tangent to the circle at every instant in time and that the centripetal force
is applied for the purpose of changing the motion from linear to circulat
motion. So, it the centripetal force causes the motion to change from lineat
to circular, the removal of the force must permit the particle to retui:n
to linear motion along the same line'it was following at the instant when the
But was the particle flying outward from the tenter along
strina was cut.
the radius at the Instant of cutting? Which way was it flying?

You should have no difficulty in choosing the correct answer now.
Please return to page 150.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You can see that the curved part of the partizle's
You are correct.
path in B is longer than the curved path in A.
Now let's see what this means
TIME OF FORCE ACTION

TIME OF FORCE ACTION

P

P

214

L

P,

1

(B)

(A)

Figure 2

A moving particle will continue to change direction only as long as
an unbalanced force acts on it.
The moment the force is removed, the particle
is restored to dynamic equilibrium and returns to its uniform velocity myclon,
Since a curve in a path signifies steadily changing direction, then the
unbalanced force must be acting on the particle throughout the time that it
is moving in the curved path.
Figure 2 shows the relative durations
of the forces for the two cases.

Please go on to page 115.

ii5

To check your grasp of this idea, suppose you now refer E0 Figure
PARTICLE'''A

ASSUME
UNIFORM
SPEED FROM
A TO G

Figure 3

Over which ranges of the particle's path is there no unbalanced ioce
(If you wish to see the information on the previous page
acting on it?
once more before answering the question, turn to page 114.)
(3)

A

A to C and D to E.

B

A to B and E to F.

C

A to C and F to G.

D

Only over A to Co
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

When you say this, you imply that the centripetal force needed to
produce a certain circular path at a certain speed is completely independent
of the mass of the moving particle.
Surely you can't mean that! The
dependence is evident both from your own experience in whirling light and
heavy objects on strings and from the mathematical analysis we have just
completed. The following expression definitely states that the force
required is directly proportional to the mass of the moving particle,
)

.

my

F

2

e

The force needed to keep a proton in the same circle at the same
speed as an electron is very different from the force applied to the elecsl:zen,

Please return to page 140 and select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct in your selection of this answer.
The fact that we do not get force units on the right side ci the
expression above shows that one (or more) Of the following must be true:

or
or
or

F may not be directly proportional to m,
c
F may not be directly proportional to v,
c

Fr may not be inversely proportional to r,
k may not be unity or it may have units of its own or bath.

Short of a rigorous derivation of the equation for-the magnitude of
centripetal force in terms of the mass and speed of the rotating particle
and the radius of the circle it describes, there is only one other way to
find out which of the above statements is or are actual fact, We nest
perform a quantitative experiment in which we deterMine the actual effett
of m, v, and r on the centripetal force.
Figure li is a chart showing the results of one possible experiment
along these lines.
Copy this chart into your notebook,

DETERMINING THE RELATIONSHIP OF F

TRIAT

1

TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL
TRIAL

2
3
4
3
6
7
8
9

MASS (m)
KG
100
2.0
3.0
100
100
1.0
1.0
100
1.0

SPEED (v)

RADIUS (r)

M/SEC

M

100
1.0
1,0

1.0
1.0
100
100
1.0
1.0
200
3.0

::.0

3,0
400
1.0
100
1.0

Figure 11

Please go on to page 1180

c

4.0

TO m, v, AND r.

MEASURED FORCE IN
NEWTONS (Fr.)

10
2.0
300
400
900
16.0 ...r.12.1.....iLli.C7a
0.50
0,33
0,25
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Study the numerical results of the "experiment" carefully, You will
see almoSt at once that the experiment was performed by allowing only one
variable at a time to change value while observations were made of the
effect of this variation on the centripetal force, Fc, All units used are
The numbers are given to two significant figures,
preferred MKS units.
except in one case where we violated the rules just a bit to retain clatity.
As a random example, look at the figures on page 117 for Trial ro The
mass of the particle was 1,0 kg; its linear speed in the tircle.was 1,0 misec;
the radius of the circle of rotation was 2.0 m. Then when the centripetal
force needed to maintain this circular motion was measured, it turned out
to be 0.50 nt,
As a further check on your interpretation of the chart of Figure
suppose you pick out the only true statement below.
(14)

A

In Trials 1 through 3 mass and radius were held constant, while
the speed was made to vary.
In Trials 4 through 6 mass and radius were held constant, wh-le
the speed was made to vary.

C

In Trials 4 through 9 mass and speed were held constant, while
the radius was varied.

D

In Trials 7 through 9 speed and radius were held constant, 'while
the mass was varied.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Possibly you are not 3ufficiently familiar with the characteristics
Without going into unnecessary detial cn
of a parabola to answer this question.
this subject, we can show you quite easily why curve DH cannot be part or a
parabola.
Refer again to Figure 4 on page 43.
Your attention was directed
the fact that the string's length was constant during the interval when the particle was describing curve DH. If you tried to draw a parabola (see Figure
with a pencil on one end of a string while the remote end or the string was
connected to a fixed point, you would find it impossible to clO. so- A parabola
is the kind of curve that opens outward as it is drawn to greater and greaer
lengths; its two sides never re.cin each other. A small portion of a paiatcla
resembles a small portion of an equivalent ellipse. The dirierene is that the
ellipse is a closed figure while the parabola is not.

P

N

Figure 6

In Figure 6, you can see that there is no point inside a parabola thai
can be described as a center,
If-you select a point such as 0, it is impossible
to draw a-parabola using fixed lengths of string as radii from this point,
We will explain the focus later.

Please return to page 44 and try again.

L20

YOUR ANSWER --7 C

You are correct! Good work! You observed that the mass (ms) of
the satellite does not appear:in the equation; hence the orbital !-peed (47)
is complete
independent of the satellite's mass. This means that a large,
heavy satellite must orbit the Earth at the same speed as.a small, light
one if both are to have the same orbit.
Is this, result surprising? In some ways it is because one might have
the feeling that a massive satellite-should move tore.Slowly in a particular
orbit than a large one. This intuitive thinking obvi.Jusly has a flaw in i.t;
we tend to forget. that increasing the mass of a satellite does two things
which cancel each other:
(1) it increases.the required centripetal force
but (2) it also increases the gravitational pull of the Earth on the satellite,
thereby providing the extra centripetal force
-All right!. Are you ready to work on a practical-problem involving
Satellite speed in a predetermined orbit? We hope so.

We want to orbit a satellite at 400 km above the Earth. What speed
in meters per second will it need to stay in this orbit? Lets work to
three sign_".,ficant figures.
The data you will need to take down are;
0.667 x 10 -10 m3ikg-sec2

G

m .= 5098 x 1024 kg
e

Altitude of satellite = 400 km
Radius of Earth = 6.37 x 10 6 meters

Now turn to page 121.

121

We must firEz establish the value of r, the orbital radius.
Sn,z.e
400 km = 4,00 x 10- m, we will add this figute to the radius of the Earth
to obtain the radius of the satellite's orbit.
To add figures in scientific notation, we must be sure the exponents
are the same, so we'll convert 4.00 x 105 to 0.400 x 106 and then add:
6.37 x 106 m
0.40 x 106 m

r = 6.77 x 106 m

6,37 x

10611;\

x 105

m

)4

z
Figure 19

We now have what we need to substitute in the speed equation:

v = pale

m

0,667 x 10-10 x 5.98 x 1024
6.77 x 106

How about a little exercise in arithmetic? Work it out and get the
value of v in meters per second.
Write your answer.

Please turn to page 122 for an answer check.

122

CORRECT ANSWER:- To three significant figures, the satellite's velocity is
v =, 7,670 meters per second.

This turns out to be about 17,200 miles per hour. You may recall
that our orbiting astronauts traveled atAust about this speed as long as
they, remained in orbit, ::::early 250 miles above the Earth's surface..

Looking back at what we've accomplished thus far, we have answered
the first two of our self-imposed questions. First, the speed required of
a satellite to keep it in orbit is given by the following equation:
V

Second, we have found that the mass of the satellite does not P-.2iect the
speed -calculaqons,

Our next question was: How. does the radius of the orbit affect the
speed required to keep the satellite there? We can get the answer to.this
directly from an inspection of the equation.

The required speed varies inversely as what?
(35)

A

Radius of the orbit,

B

As the square of the radius.

C

As the

root of the radius.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You're right!

Both answers are wrong.

Since you were able to recognize the errors in the answers given, we
expect that you probably have the right one
CORRECT ANSWER:

The maximum speed of the ball is 4.2 meters per second.

The solution:

[4-9 nt x 0.36 in

^r

v

0,98 kg

v

m/sec 20. 40 2 m/sec

If Fn, r, and m are all in MKS units, it almost goes without, saying
that the velocity must come out in meters per second. But if you're
interested in proving it, look at this:

Since a newton is a kilogram-meter per second

2
,

then:

rkg-m

m
nt
kg

m

2
,

x m
=

kg

But kg in the denominator cancels kg in the numerator, and m x m
so we come out with:
2
1132---1

sect

Since this fraction is under the radical the final unit for v 13 triisec.

Please go on to page 124.
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Our final illustrative problem in the applications of centripetal iczce
will deal with the motions of subatomic particles under special conditions:
In certain types of particle acceleratora or "atom smashers," as well as
in other practical deVices, charged particles such as electrons, protons,
alpha particles, and so on are whirled around in circular paths by electtit
and magnetic forces.
In particular, magnetic force is often used to exert
the required centripetal effect, that is, to keep the particles moving in a
circle rather than flying off at a tangent. Magnetic forces are like any
other forces; they can change the speed or direction of motion of a moving
mass. If you wish, you can picture a magnetic force as behaving like the
string that constrained the ball or the stone to a circular path,
In what direction must the magnetic force act?
(21)

A
B

Along a tangent to the circle in which the particle moves,
At right angles to the tangent of the circle in which the particle
moves.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You must have gotten the column headings mixed.

In Trials 7 through 9 the mass and speed are kept constant, while the
radius is varied. The latter is taken first at 2.0 m, then at 3.0 m, and
finally at 4.0 m. So you have chosen an incorrect answer.

Please return to page 118.

Then please make another selection.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You didn't read the specifications of the problem with sufficient
In Figure 1B on page 76, the same particle is acted upon by the downwaid
care.
If the particles are the same in both cases, how could the mass .:hange
force.
from one case to the next?

You can avoid this type of error by exercising care in reading and
interpreting each question.

Please return to page 76 and make a new selection.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

The unknown is the speed of the satellite. Don't you always try to
get the unknown on the left side of the equation, alone and isolated from the
other terms? Of course you do.

Then, please don't solve for the radius of the orbit.

Return to page 111 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER -7- C

This is not'correct. The fact that k is unity is not shown by the
substitution-of units in the proportionality above
The only way to determta
the numerical value of a constant like .k is to do an experiment in which all
the values are measured.
For example, in the chart geven, it is evident
that k equals Y since nowhere in. the list of figures would any other ifalue
yield .the correct result for g: for the given values of m, v, and
.

Refer to Figure 11 on page 117.

Only if k
Choose one of the trials at random, say, Trial 6.
you obtain a force of 16.0 nt for a mass of 1 kg, a speed of. -4 mise, kand.z.
radius of 1.0 m:

,2
k"-

F
c

= 1 x

1 kg x 16 m

lm

2

.

16,0 rit

Please return to page 149 and choose another answer.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text.
not intended to convey lesson information.

It is

YOUR ANSWER --- B

Despite the uniform speed of the paitic:i,e, its
You aze cor:ect.
is differen
direction is constantly changing; hence the velocity
the velocity

Refer to Figure 8 on page 146.
Just what kind of velocities are we dealing with here':: We v'pe
likewise,
as the instantaneous velocity of the particle at point P;
A t..t.e
is the instantaneous velocity of the particle at point f"
has no time duration; and it no time is allowed for the par .tie '6
it can't cover any distance at all. Thus, it is dittiult cc
it
eez_
nature of the velocity of a particle that doesn't move
well at this rime to think of an instant as beeirig ci
duiation (but nol zero timei of say one-tiiiionth, or one-b:,iiicno,
trae0ai,
one-tzillionth or a second. Regardless of the brevity of
The
moment
we
can
"see"
it In M,.L.L6
particle will move a minute distance.
even though the distance it travels may be ridiculously small, ct
of instantaneous velocity becomes real and actualn
,

Picturing the instantaneous velocity this way, we then. draw !t-tvi,.
to the circle at the point i.11
to represent, it along the

Wzite the missing word.

Then turn to page 12),

13'1,

CORRECT ANSWER: We draw the vector representing the instantaneous veicicy
along the tangent to the circle at the point in questivn

Refer, again cc Figure 8 on page 146. Over a brief instant in time,
i:he direction of motion of a particle in a circular path is considered to be
along the tangent to the circle at that .point. So in Figure 8 on page : :L.t6,
VT is the tangent to the circle where radius OP intersects it; similarly, V.
2
is the tangent at: the point of intersection of radius OP',

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 10
Instantaneous Velocity
Instantaneous velocity is defined as the velocity of a particle
(a)
during an infinitesimal time interval, or a time interval so short as to be
considered negligible.
The direction of the instantaneous velocity of a particle moving
(b)
in a circular. path is that of the tangent to the circle at the point in
question, in the direction of motion.
Since the tangent is perpendicular to the radius at the point in
(c)
question, then the direction of the instantaneous velocity is perpendiculai
Note: Copy Figure 8 on page 146.)
to that radius.
L.

Returning to the physics of the boy and the particle he deflects, the
force exerted on the particle by his hand must be directed inward along the
particular radius the string happens t4 form at that instant. In Figure 8,
OP and OP° are two such radii; hence F1 symbolizes the force at one instant
and F 2 symbolizes the force a short time. later. What is the angular
relationship between each force and the corresponding velocity vectorl.

A

0 degrees.

B

90 degrees.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You may never have studied the properties of ellipses, parabolas, and
other curves of this family, but you certainly have worked with citcles.

We'll work on the assumption that you know nothing about any curved
figure except the circle.
How do you define a circle? There are several definitions that can be
quoted, but we'll consider only this one: a circle is a geometric figure having
a center such that this center is equidistant from all points that lie on the
circle.

All right? Now look at curve DH in Figure 4 on page 43. The paklille6
may be considered to be points that "lie on the curve." Are au of the
positions equidistant from point 0? If they are, then DH is the att. 3i a
circle; if they are not, then DH may be part of an ellipse, parabola, hypeboa,
cycloid, cardioid, or what have you.

Please return to page 44.

The right answer is almost self-evident-

YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, The proton has more inertia and hence a stronger
A greater Inrce is needed to
inclination to maintain straight -line motion,
make it duplicate the electron's motion,

Now let's return co the original electron-proton problem,
It
should be somewhat. clearer to yov. why a proton asced upon by the same force
as an electron and moving in the same circle must move more slowly,
If it
moves with less speed, then it is possible for the same force to produce the
same radius of rotation

Before continuing, please torn to page 157 In the ble. appendix:

NOTEBOOK CHECK
Refer to notebook entry 2(h) under Newton's Laws of Motion kLesson'8),
Which of the following is the best summary of this notebook item?
(24)

A The acceleration produced by an unbalanced force is smaller if tr_
mass of the body being accelerated is larger..
B

The acceleration produced by an unbalanced force acting on a mass
takes place in the direction of the force,

C

if the mass is measured in kilograms and the force in newtons, then
the' resulting acceleration will be in meters per second per second,

D

Acceleration does not occur merely because forces act on a mass,
A second condition is that the forces must be unbalanced,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct.

Using all four assumptions, we then went ahead to substitute unity tcx
the quantities on the right side of the expression above, omitting k irom
consideration since we had assumed it to be unity and dimensionless.
simplifying, we found that the units of mv/r came out kg/sec. A newton,
however, is a kg-m/sech, so we see that the relation will not give us newt.orgE.

We are then forced to the conclusion that one or more of the toilwir4
statements are true:
Perhaps
Perhaps
Perhaps
Perhaps
Perhaps

Fc is not directly proportional to m.
Fc is not directly proportional to v.
Fc is not inversely proportional to r.
k does not equal unity.
k has units of its own.

Each one of these invalidates on

of the assumptions we made.

Now return to the original question and choose the correct anawe.:.
Turn to page 66.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The value of me in the speed equation would be
different. Since v' is a functiOn of the mass of the planet around. which the
satellite orbits, then y would be different for a Martian satellite in an
orbit of the same radius as that of a similar Earth satellite.

Here are the comparative masses of the two planets:
Earth:.
Mars:

.

x 10 24 kg.
6.4 x 1023 kg

,

Very roughly, the Earth has about 10 times the mass of Mars
the equation:

V=

'Using

m

(where m = the mass of the particular planet about which we want to orbit
a satellite), let's answer this question: Would a'Martian satellite travel
more slowly or more rapidly than an Earth satellite having the same orbital
radius?
(38)

A More slowly.
B

More rapidly.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You overlooked the radical.

Perhaps if you rewrite the equation this

way:

v

(a perfectly legitimate form), you can see that the speed is not inversely
proportional to the radius of the orbit. The radius appears under the radical
on the right side of the expression.

Please return co page 122 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Judging from this answer, we would say that you did all of the
arithmetic properly but omitted the last step called for by the equation.
After multiplying and dividing all the factors under the radical, what must
you do? Remember, you are trying to find v, not v2.

Please return to page 31.
answer now.

You should be able to get the right

138

YOUR ANSWER --- B

You forgot the radical.
The speed v is directly proportional to the
square root of the planet's mass.

Please return to page 40 and select a more reasonable answer.
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YOUR ANSWER ---

You are correct. Since the radii are equal, they may be eliminated
by multiplying both sides of the original equation by r.

You have been asked to find the speed that the proton would need to
have to rotate in a circle of the same radius as the electron when the same
magnetic force acts on it. The unknown in the above equation is, therefore,
v
First solving for v 2 and then taking the square root of both sides,
P.
we have:
V, =

Veii;
p

All the quantities at the right are known:
ve = 3.0 x 106 m/sec
me = 9.1 x 10-31 kg
m = 1.6 x 10-27 kg
So the solution is now a purely mechanical matter. Solve for vn
in meters per second to two significant figures and write your answer before
turning to page 140.

.140

CORRECT ANSWER:

v

= 7.2 x 104 m/sec.

The substitutions and numerical solution follow:

eviF

=

3.0 x 106

9.1 x 10-31
1.6 x 10-27

vp = 3.0 x 106 15.7 x.10-4
v

= 3.0 x 106 x 2.4 x 10-2 = 7.2 x 104 misec

The result shows that the speed of the proton will be about 040th
that of the electron.
We want you to be very clear in your own mind regarding the inevitability of this result. The proton is a massive particle compared to the
electron--about 1,840 times as massive
If you wanted a proton to move in a circle of the same radius as that
of the electron's path and at the same speed, the centripetal force applied
by the magnetic field would have to be
(23)

A Larger than that applied to the electron.
B

Smaller than that applied to the electron.

C

The same as that applied to the electron.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Well, let's see.

First let's write the equation:
F

c

511;

c

80 kg_x (20 m/sec)2
20 m

Now let's substitute:
F

So F is obtained by squaring the speed, multiplying by the mass, and
then dividing by the radius. In order to get an answer of 80 nt as you did,

you must have forgotten to square the speed. Because you see if you don't
square 20 m/sec, you can cancel this number against the 20 m in the denominator, leaving 80 as the numerical result.

Please return to page 104.
determine the correct answer.

Go through the calculation again and
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is not an assumption'

We're committed to the MKS system by mutual agreement, Force is
measured in newtous in the MKS system. Therefore, we shoed set up every
relationship in which force is involved so that the force does come out in
newtons.
For the sake of consistency and mutual understanding between all
workers in physics, we must never allow ourselves to be forced into a
situation where our 1:asic quantities cannot be measured in the units that
This is a self-imposed "must." Thus, we
everyone has agreed to use
must measure mass in kilograms, speed in meters per second, radii in
meters, force in newtons, and so forth.
Whenever we develop a new physical equation, we do what is necessary
to (1) phrase the equation to fit the experimental evidence. That is, the
equation must work in all real-life situations in which it appears, Then,
(2) we must adjust the constant of proportionality so that all the variables
may be expressed in the chosen units of measure.
You should remember that we did exactly this in obtaining the iipal
form of the gravitational force equation:
F

-

We were forced to make G = 6.7 x 10-11 m3/kg-sec2 in order to be able
to express m in kilograms, r in meters, and Fg in newtons.

Please return to page 15.

Make the other selection.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No, you're allowing your terms to get mixed. Refer to Figure 8 on
page 146. Consider Pl.
The direction of the fl vector is inward along the
radius OP.
This force must be directed along the radius, as we emphasized
previously, because reaction to it keeps the string taut. Thus the line of
action of F 1 is along OP.

.

The corresponding velocity vector at the instant when Fi is applied is
But we have shown that v1 lies along the tangent at the point where this
vector touches the circle.
171

.

Then at the instant when V exists as a real force, it cannot be
applied to the velocity vector at 0 degrees, can it? What is the angular
relationship of a radius to a tangent at a given point on any circ)e?

Please return to page 131.
correct one.

The alternative answer is clearly the
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

We are attemOting to solve the equation in such form as to obtain the
speed of the satellite in orbit. The speed of the eatellite is designated
by v in this expression:
-2

m,v

Gm m

Sine we want to find v, then the usual procedure should be followed:
manipulate the terms algebraically, doing whatever is required to shift them
legitimately, canceling where possible, until you wind up with y all alone
on the left side of the equation. There are various ways to do this; we'll
show you the method we prefer in a moment.
In any event, if you want v alone on the let
be solved for this term..

To continue, please turn to page 20,

side, the equation should
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Look again!

In Trials 1 through 3 the mass was varied, not held constant, while
the other two quantities were not changed. Note that the particle is given
a mass of 1.0 kg in Trial 1, 2.0 kg in Trial 2, and 3.0 kg in Trial 3.
Note also that the speed was not made to vary at all, being held at 1.0
m/sec throughout these three trials.

Please return to page 118.

Then pick an alternative answer.
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YOUR ANSWER 7-- A

You .are correct.
Figure 7 below is a magnified reproduction of curve
DH of Figure 4 on page 43. The string is held at constant length; hence it
serves as a radiuS of the arc described by rotating the radius around fixed
point 0, The force applied by the_boy's hand on the particle as it moves along
arc DH is directed inward toward the center at all times so that the particle
is forced to change its direction in'a smooth, continuous manner,
D

RADII INTERSECT
TANGENTS AT 900

ROTATION
DIRECTION

N, ;4

p
F
/1.

2i.

sk's

r
P'Skt,

0
yfi

Force of boy's hand toward
point 0.
Figure 7

Figure 8

We have added tangents to the circular arc to show how the radii
intersect the circle. As you must know from plane, geometry, a radius is.alwaq:
perpendicular to a tangent at the common point of intersection. Now let us
use this fact to crystallize a very important concept relating the-direction
of the boy's force to the direction of the particle motion at any given instant.
In Figure 8 above, particle P is shown in two different positions as: it
moves in the arc produced by the force of the boy's hand on the string. It
is moving with uniform speed. Does this, mean that its velocity at the instant
shown by vi is the same as its velocity at-the instant shown by v2?
(5)

A Yes.
B

No.
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YOUR ANSWER - - - A

You are absolutely correct.

Testing this is easy:
(taking k

kv
(Trial
(Trial
(Trial
(Trial

1)
4)
5)
6)

1.0
2,0
3.0
4,0

m/sec
m/sec
m/sec
m/sec

k-(1),2,

1.0 nt

k(2)4
k(3)2

4A31 nt

1)

9.0 nt

k(4).1 =, 16,0 nt

The values in the second column are identical with those given in the
kv2 is correct. That is, the centripetal torte varies
chart; hence Fc
as the square of the speed of the particle in circular motion,
Our original assumption that the centripetal for .e is directly proportional to the speed thus proves to have been incorrect,

As the last step, we.must check the third assumption we made, namely,
that F. = k /r, or that the centripetal force is inversely proportional to
the radius of rotation. Assuming k a 1, perform steps similar to those
You will find in Trialsji, 7, 8, and 9 that: as r is doubled
above.
from 1.0 m to 2.0 m, the value of Fc is reduced to one-half; as r is tripled
from 1.0 m to 3,0 m, the value of Fc is reduced to one-third; and as r is
quadrupled, the centripetal force is reduced to one-fourth its original
magnitude,

Do the data for these -trials indicate an inverse proportion between
Fc and r? Write your answer; then turn to page 148,

148-

CORRECT ANSWER:: .`lea, the data-for Trials 1, 7, 8, and 9 indicate that'
isinvergely prOptortion41 to the radius of rotation.

Thus, Fc

r

Do ypu remember that..We made a;fourth assuMption, naMely Oat k k 1?
alone detonstrate that this assumption
Trial
The.experimental"resUlts
was'jusified hecated if k were any number except unity we ,.7..culd not get.A
force of / nt when:4 mass of:l.kg-is whirled at 1:M/sec:Am-a circieof 1 r
radiuS.. Whether :or not k:isdimenSionleas'will be:proved very shortly

Before we_dothis,r,we'want to write the new,CorreCt fdimMf'the
.6dmbined proportion. Three ofthe four original astUmptions are theSaMe
.4s-they Were, but one of them has changed:,.
F

We have showti, this to be jtatified,

C

The initial assumption
to be wrong.
.s kir

(14°

.k

'3:

been shown

We have shown this to be justified,

We have shown this to be justified.
.

Now we want you to combine these proportionalities jus: as you did
before, taking into account the change in the second one

Write your:ansWer.. Then tlarx) to page 149,'
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CORRECT ANSWER:

The rhree separate proportions may be combined in the xorm:
2

Fc = el!:

where k= 1.

r

We do not yet know, however, whether k is dimensionless.
proceed to find out.

We shall

To do this, we'll substitute MKS units on the right side of the equation
and simplify.
=

F

mv

2

r

(kg) x (m/sec)2
m

m2
kg x sect
F

F

c

C

=

kg-m
2 = newtons
sec

You will have observed that we did not introduce k or units for it in
the above substitution. Despite this, we find that the relation Fc *2 mv2/r
does turn out to have newtons as the unit of measure.
What does this tell you about the constant of proportionality, k?
(16)

A

k is measured in newtons.

B

k is dimensionless.

C

k has a numerical value of unity.
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TOUR ANSWER --- 3

You are correct. .At any instant the force causing the circular motion
lies along the radius while the corresponding velocity vector is tangent to
the circle. .A radius is always-perpendicular to a tangent at,a given point
on the circle.
So we mist conclude that.anY. particle.in motion will follow a Curved
.path only if an, inward radial force is' applied to it, this force being instantaneously perpendicular:to the direction of the particles-motion at that
instant.:
.This, nward ...radial' force: is called centripetal (sea trip et al) force.

It is the force applied by the center of rotation on the. otatingrbOdY.
will.4iscuss "centrifugal fOrce" later in this lessOn0

(We

Referring, once again to Figure:8 on page 146, imagine that someone
cuts the string when the particle isat position
At the instant: of cutting,
the centripetal forceF2 ceases to exisrisinde:it ls:onlythrough the medium
of a continuous string'that the Center:can apply ihe required. force to the
particie.:: Then; at the instantofcutting and thereafter, how:will the-particle
move if nothing disturbs.it? :
(7)

A Outward, along the radius, Sway frOm the center._
Inward', 4Iong'the radius, toward. the center.
'17

At:4 tangent to the 6ircle

along the line of :v2
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Well, let's look at the speed equation again:
v =

Ge
r

We want to know if v will be the same for a Martian satellite traveling
in an orbit of the same radius (r) as an Earth satellite. Looking at the
terms on the right, we know, that:
(1)
G is a universal constant and hence is the same on Mars as
on Earth or anywhere else in the universe.
(2)
r is the same for the Martian and Earth satellites. This is
given in the conditions of the probldm.
me is the mass of the Earth. This is the mass we use in
(3)
calculating the orbit of an Earth satellite. To calculate the orbit of a
Martian satellite, we would use the mass of Mars; hence the value of m will
be different for the two calculations.
The mass of Mars is about 1/10 that
of the Earth.

If one of the terms on the right side of the equation is different
for two problem solutions, can the dependent variable on the left be the same
in both cases?

P1'ase return to page 94 and choose the right answer,
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.You Are corrects You remembered that in:any situation involving
action and reaction .(Newton's. hird Law), there are two.bodies.upon which
the forces act,' Call'the string Body A; call. the ball Body B; then BodyA
exerts a centripetal force On.Body B, so BodyiB reacts by exerting a
centrifugal force on Body, A.

The hand that holds one-end of the string while the ballis being
whirled around on the other end is actually the site of the centripetal force
inthe first'. Place
But this foree le:transmitted-through the string to the
bail; it is more convenient to think of the'string as exerting the inward
force on the 'ball, while the ball exerts the outward force on thestring.
.'

Sco;Weihave redefined centrifugal force,.. No longer is it a phony,
fictional force :erroneously conceived as being applied to the ball.
Now it

is a,real,:outwird-acting force,applieo the string', owing its existence
to centripetal force and deVelopingas-a:reaction to the inward force

Before continuing, please turn to page 159jn-the bfue

You have now completed the study portion of Lesson 10 and your Study
Guide Computer Card and A V Computer Card should be properly punched in
accordance with your performance in this Lesson.
You should now proceed to complete your homework reading and problem
The problem solutions must be clearly written out on 81/2" x ii"
assignment.
ruled, white paper, and then submitted with your name, date, and identification
number. Your instructor will grade your problem work in terms of an objective
preselected scale on a Problem Evaluation Computer Card and add this result
to you?- computer profile.
You are eligible for the Post Ti,st for this Lesson only aftet your
You may then request the
homework problem solutions have been submitted.
Pose Test which is to be answered on a Post Test Computer Card.

Upon completion of the Post Test, you may prepare fpx the next Lesson
by requesting the appropriate
study guide
1,
2.
program control matrix
3,
set of computer cards for the lesson
4.
audio tape
If films or other visual aids are needed for this lesson, you will
be so informed when you reach the point where they are required. Requisition
these aids as you reach them.

Good Luck!

AMP LESSON 10

Tape .SegMent 1

-WORKSHEET
Please, listen to Tape Segment 1 of Lesson :10 beforestarting
to answer the queStions below.: Use. Computer Card fo22..answers6

QUESTIONS
0

As you knowp the earth revOlVes:about the Sun In Its
yearly perambulations, If you wanted to'deSCribe the
forces acting in this system. which one of the foliow7
Ing would you chopseas'your point-of-observatich In
order to establish an outside frame of reference?
k

B
C

2.

The :Earth..

The Sun,
'A nearby star

D.

A nearby. ,.:.oMet

E

The MoOn

Just.befcre the'Apollo 8 astronauts took
M.:;,on.9

their spacecraft circled the Earth in a temp-....)r-

aTy orbit,
To analyze the forces acting on :the space
craft whlle

A

the. Sun;

B

The Moon Would haVe been asatisfactory point
of observation because an observatory could be
set up theree
The Sun would be satisfactory be,3ause_
is

have been a satisfactory -point-of
Observation because it 1.8' motionless in spae.:.

"fixe.d" relatiVe to bOth the .Earth and the.
spacec.ra.ft.

the planet Mars-would,be sat'l.sfator
"Tiled" relative. to. the Earth,
None. of these answers is correct.
On

can build up a set ofrconsistent
oncentrifUgal" force prOVided that oneA.s
-4k

B
C

be,L:ause

based

inside the framework of the rctating system.
.outslde-the traMeWOrk of the,rotatin&syste1.6.0
conscious that centrifugal force
on the

rotatIngparticle pr body,
D
E

to.assign algelOraic,signs
None.:of these is correct.

.Please return now to page
-the .STUDY.. GUIDE

vectors.

-

AMP LESSON
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WORKSHEET

Tabe Segment 2

Please listen to Tape Segment 2 of.Lesson 10 beforestarting
to answer the questions below,
Use the Computer Card-for ahsNers.,

RUESTIONS
A plLumb:1:',:ne passing through a horizontal-plane makes

4.0

an angle of
A

Ii.80°, with the plane,

B

.90° wflth the plane,
_Zero degreeS with the plane,
90" with'.the vertical,
None of- :these answers Is correct.

C
D

E

i

.

Aside from the centripetal force of the strlhg5 another
force- that acts on the whirling particle is gravitatIono
Which statement Is true?
is

0

A
B

l

Gravitation acts on the particle only if i t is
moving in a horizontal plane,Gravitat'ion acts on the particle if it is: moving
in any plane,
Gravitation acts on the particle onlyif It is
moving in a vertical plane,
Regardless of the plane in which it moves the
effect of gravitation on the centripetal force
'

I

,

.rcil-t.red to keep une particle in an "crOI.

Is

.,always the same,
None of. these answers is correct,

.

A horizontal C role is best for the oil-cumstancesdescbed :In the STUDY GUIDE because
it is the-,easiest to observe as you whirl the

particleround your head,
B

in thls kind of circle theY4e.will be less danger
Of the particle striking some nearby object.
in any other plane the particle may move.in
an eIliptical.rather than a circular path°,
only. In this- kind.of Circle can the centripetal
force be equal for all instantaneous positions
of the particle,
None of these answers Is Correct
(,

C

Pleade return now to page 10 of
STUDY GUIDE,

Ta--

.AMP LESSON :

WORKSHEET
Please'

Tape Segment 3-.of Lesson 10 before starting

is ten

Use 'CompUter Card..fo-r answers.

to answer the-qUesns below.

The draMing below is a duplIcate of Figure 10.
Data Item As
Ln the 'STUDY GUIDE fay thts.Lesson,;.
.

Pr

The planetS of the. Sc:liar System-Ih -random c,rdez,
Data ftem Bs
Earth PlI:tc9.SaturnpMars9 Mer3urY9 Venus9
jupiter.;. and Uranus,;'

SUESTIONS

70-

For a partiole-moving with uniform speed In a Cir0_,_t.

mhich One-ofthe foIlom'ing statements is true?

.

Centripetal force-on the. particle Is proportional.'
other_quantities.e4,:.a,L0
the -tangential velooity'p
art
:Cent:4fUgal force .actIng on the rbtat
proportlonal to .the Mass-of

ing.p-

tne--panr:t:lcle0.-

Centripealforce is fndependent of tne mass
or the rotatingparticie.-:
Centrpetal force is independent of the Tadlus,

of the airole-de ssrlbed by the 'partiu eo
Cent?fpetal.forcels inversely :propori-46nal.to
the-radius of the circle-described by the part-

8.

f.crbItal
If.

radius mere the only faotor gOvernlng the
Magn1-(ade of centripetal force then, which one 'of Inc
planets would be acted.'an by the largest. -f roe and-.
which the Smallest?.9.

A
B
C
D

E

:Largest:
Largest
Largest:
-Largest;

Pluto;

'smallest:

Mersa :yo

Uranus;: smallest: J)piter.
'Earth;
smallests Venus,
Mert:4ry;

smallest:-

None of the above is 'correct.
,

,

-

Please return to page 26 of the)
STUDY GUIDE'

Tape

AAP LESSON

Fime,sntr_24-

WORKSHEET
;

.Please listen to Tape Segment 24: before starting-to answer the
_questions below. Use the Computer Card for answers.
Data Item Az.

Centripetal force = F 7.1117-

Data Item Bg

Mass of a- particle- = 4 times mass of proton and
Centripetal force acting on a-particle movin
in. same magnetic field as proton: = 2 i-,1,tes
force on proton.

RPESTIONS
9

1-

If the orbital radius of a proton in a given magnetic field'
is
whatorbital radiuS would an a-paricie ass'i*e if --J.
nioyed
the sate field at an identical speedl
A

1/4

B

3

C

r/2.

D.

4r.

E

2r

p

Si

AMP LESSON 10

15S

Tatllen

1L

WORKSHEET
Please listen to Tape 'Segment 3 of Lesson 10 'before start
ing to answer the questions 'below. Use Computer Ca :d Tor
answers,

Data Item A9. Study the chart below.
-

B:

A

-C

r

D

(1) Mercury

2, x708

4079 x 106

1,;47 ;.-1019

(2) Venus

6,1 x 10

8

3;50 x 106

3.2.9-x 10

(5) jupier.

70-1--x 109

1.311x 106

1627 x :o23

5.097-x

2..5 xj09

0068 x :.06

5.81

:0 '

20 Io x

qranus.

20

3'i';'5x

I00 -k'106

One of the-columns aboVelists the approximate oroita:1
lties -of the planets-shown.
UESTIONS

IO Which coluMn lists the approximate orbital velocities of
the planets shown?
A

A

B

B

C

C

D
"11

Jupiter is Imiar the most massive planet in the Solar
'System.

Which- of ,they columns above.lists the masses of
the planets shOwn?,

A

A

B

B

C.

P
E

None o

the columns lists the masses of the.plan-

ets.

Please.. return now to page 64

of the STUDY GUIDE

,.;
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Tapeje.gment-L6

WORKSHEET
Please listen to Tape Segment. 6 of Lesson 10 before starting
to answer the questions below, Use Computer Card for answers,.
A

The diagram at the leftshOws a small wood block
resting on the surface of
a slowly.rotatIng phono
turntable.
Shown abb've
the turntable is a refer
ence pointtabeled "A";

below it isanother reference Point 1a-beled.°4B9,,.

The turntasbIe isTotating

clockwise as se& from
above,;1
o
.

120:

.

At the instant shown.in,the diagram9 on what does the
centrifugal force act and toward which of the two ref7,
erenc.e pornts?

13,

B

On the turntablep toward point
On the turntable9 toward point a,

C

-04..the'wood block-9 toward point A,'

D

On the wood blbck9 tOward:point-B.

E

None o...these is correct,'

Suppose the turntable were rotating coUnterclockwise
of clockwise, Which one of the following

.;;?nstea

.;km,u'ld be affected by:thiS change of direction?

The wood block,
The Surface of the turntajblep
'C
The centripetal farce,
D H ,The centrifugal fOrceo
E
None Of these'
A.

':23-

Please gO direCtlY to page 160
of the STUDY GUIDE after answering the questions"above,

1.60

.7.ERSON

WORKSHEET
Tape Segment 7 vim Lesson. 100.

tlew

You wd';.1

tied THE VELOC I TY.: AND. ACCELtape.'
th.e audio
aud
FRAJUON IN CIRCULAR MOTION as -directed
the IY.r: 1

.S,ee iha diagrams ;beLo

o
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AtuEsTiox,

R"e7.1:c:

a;c1rcle9..its-ihstahtaneous
partioLe moves
ty,vector always has the same directi= as the
the circle at that'polhto'

-tantr, the centripetal ac.celeratn
veoter,
1;ohe
-s ,y

r:7

al :mg a

the ct en t ripetal aoceTL era.t Cin

of the

of. radon

to

HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
What is the centrfl.petal. acceleration of a 'car which moves,around. a.'-circular section of a 2'.0ad having, a radius of
1.50 -ft

A ball

2

'at
r

a _constant speed of 7.5 'f,t,/s'ec?
a

stril-4

is whirled -in a horizontal cire7.i..e of .

What must .be the Speed_ of the ball, if its
(Take g
centripetaa: .acceleration is- to be equal. to -g?
f-tisecise6)

:radius 2' ft.,

-needed 'to keep a- 2--7kg. mass tot-7
constant: speed, of 4 m/sec in a circle having a..

What ,centripetal force

at a

radi uj

-of 4..m?

A. force of 10 nt applied to one end of a cOrd:keePs an
at.,a,.speed pf 2 mjsec
cibjett tied: 17,0; the:othr
What::1.,s the mass
horizohI;alcircie of
of the c. b;3

x 10 in from the c.enter of,-.the Earth9 g
What velocitY must be
approximately 9,..0 in/sec/sec:

At a point

is

given to an Earth. satellite to send it
(- ./assume a circular orbit).
dista.nc.e2

A

student:

swirias

a

into orbit

at thiS

Mass of 100 grams tied to one end of

radius 50 cm so that
a cord i.n
horizOntai cirCle
Calculate the
100
cm/sec.
s
its tangential. velo6.itycentripetal -fcrce acting on ,the mass in newtons::

What is the can tripetal force acting on eao'h k igi-am.
of an ajrpl.ane that is turning at 200 to /sec, 'in a horizontaj.. 'circle of radius 10:000 m71'
6

Using the figures given- below; estimate the centripetalt
for6e. acting- on the Earth
ar6-ind the &CM 4'

as

a result of its j.:cdtation

Mass of Earth =, 6G 0 x 10
Rad.iuS .of Earth .orbi t

15 x 10

m

Time required for..Earth to complete one

orbit
For

an

'x 107 sec:,

object moving in a circle,.

2rrx'

.

which v;... tangential ve1ocity, r = radiu.s of rotat=i:On,
and T = time for one revolutio:n: )
0.

),T.

,,

